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FOREWORD
This report has been prepared by the Hamilton Standard Division of the
United Aircraft Corporation for the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration'sManned Spacecraft Center, in accordance with contract
NAS 9-10773. This report covers work accomplishedduring two program phases:
Phase I - (May 1970 - August 1970)
A design study period to derive a water vapor electrolysis (WVE) cell •
concept which would tolerate a wide range (5% to 90%) of relative
humidity and to devise a control system using this WVE design to
maintain the spacecraft oxygen partial pressure.
Phase iI - (September1970 - April 1971)
A hardware design, manufacture and test period to verify the design
concept which was selected in Phase I.
Personnel responsible for the conduct of this program were Mr. F. H.
Greenwood, Program Manager, Mr. J. C. Huddleston, Engineering Project Manager
and Dr. J. R Aylward, Technical Consultant from Hamilton Standard; and :._
Mr. D. Price, Phase I Technical Monitor, Mr. A. Behrend, Phase II Technical _
Monitor and Mr. R. J. Gillen, overall program supervisor for the NASA Manned
Spacecraft Center.
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ABSTRACT
This report presents the design and test effort involved in the develop-
ment of an improved water vapor electrolysis cell for generating and control-
ling a spacecraft's oxygen and for supplementing a spacecraft's humidity
control system. This program was conducted under contract number NAS 9-10773
by the Hamilton Standard Division, United Aircraft Corporation for the
National Aeronautics and Space Administration,Manned Spacecraft Center.
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DEFINITIONS
Cell Electrolysis cell consisting of an anode screen, matrix
with electrolyte and cathode screen.
Cell Pair Two cell packages with back to back cathodes, which
share a comnon hydrogen chamber and housing assembly.
DIT Out The condition of the cell, when the volume of the
electrolyte is insufficient to completely fill the
matrix due to loss of water.
Flooding The condition of the cell when the electrolyte (acid)
has absorbed an amount of water which results in an
electrolyte volume exceeding the capacity of the cell
matrix.
H2 Crossover Occurs at dry out of the matrix and allows hydrogen to
pass through the matrix to the anode side.
Reservoir A porous material which abst:rbsthe excess electrolyte
during "_ce** flooding and returns it to the matrix -.
during drying conditions.
J
Steady State The operating condition when the cell voltage and :
'Op'eration current do not chm_ge significantlywith time.
Tafel Curve A plot of cell voltage or electrode pote,ntial versus .,,
the logarithm of the current density.
Tafel Slope The slope of the Tafel curve.
t
Capacity. The maxi_, amount of electrolyte wicked :fromthe "
Factor reservoir by the matrix divided by the saturated
capacity of the reservoir. _i
?
I
NOTE: Appendix A has a complete list of symbols and abbreviations, i
/// i
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SIN,IN1Y
This program was conducted in two phases. The Phase I study effort was
devoted to improvement of the basic WYEcell design of the NASA/Ames Research _-
Center (Contract NAS 2-5699), which was limited to relative humidities of 35%
to 65%. This improvement was mainly due to the addition of an electrolyte
reservoir, illustrated in Figure 1, which allowed the cell to withstand
operating conditions ranging between 5% and 75% R.H. Studies revealed that
this improved WE, cell design, when operated under constant voltage condi-
tions, could maintaxn the spacecraft oxygen partial pressure at 3.1 +_ 0.2
psia.
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]11ePhase II por'-ion of this program modified the NASA ARC _ cell pair
design, as sho_n in Figure 2, aaldincluded the fabrication and the testing
of this cell pair. CROPOROUS H2 CAVITY-FCURRENT DISTRIBUTOR BUS MEMBRANE/
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]_e modified ceil pair design provides a number of improvements over
the present NASA/Ames Research Center cell pair. These improvements as
defhled below include a cell that is tolerable to a wider range in operating
humidity, a decrease Jn cell voltage, an increase in operating current
density, improvements in the materials of construction and a larger cell size.
The new cell pair design accumulated 428 hours of continuous operation,
during this phase.
Increased WVE cell tolerance to relative humidity: It was established
that a WVE cell could be designed to operate over a relative humidity
range of 5% to 90% R.H. by incorporating an electrolyte reservoir. This
desired operational range was not achieved in the Phase II testing
because the initial reservoir sizing data was inadequate, resulting in
insufficient reservoir capacity. A range in humidity tolerance of 5%
to 75% R.H. actually was obtained. Revised reservoir sizing data
substantiatesthe actual test results for the reservoir which was used.
Decreased the cell operating voltage: A new anode catalyst and t
electrode structure developed by Hamilton Standard reduced the cell
pa_r operating voltage from 2.1 volts at a current density of 30 amps/
ft_ to 1.85 volts at a current density of 37.0 amps/ft (which is
equivalent to 1.66 volts at a current density of 30 amps/ftx).
Increased the cell pair current density: The improved cell pair design
can be operated at higher current densities than the NASA/ARC cell
because of lower heat generation rates and more efficient heat transfer.
A current density of 90 amps/ft2 at voltage levels below 2.0 volts
was achieved. ,,,._.
'
Improved the cell pair size and materials: The improved cell pair
design replace the polyvinylchloride (P.V.C.)material with titanium
and increased the cell pair size from an effective area of 1/6 ft2 ,
tO 1 ft _. ._
, .IS
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CONCLUSIONS
The results of this program effort to determine the feasibility of
a Water Vapor Electrolysis (WVE) System that is capable of providing the
required spacecraft oxygen wlnle operating over a wide range of humidity
(5% to 90% R.H.) lead to the following conclusions:
The WVE cell design concept established on this program will operate
over a wider range of humidity than previous WVE cell designs. Reasons
for this improvement are:
a. An electrolyte reservoir which accommodates for the change
in electrolyte volume over a wide range in relative humidity.
b. A thinner matrix which reduces the minimum necessary electrolyte
volume in the cell.
The WVE cell pair unit which was tested fell short of operating
over the desired humidity range of 5% to 90% relative humidity
because of reservoir sizing. However, it did demonstrate the
feasibility of it's design concept.
A reservoircapacityfactor which corrects for the residual electrolyte
must be considered for proper sizing. This factor varies with the
wetting characteristics,internal geometry and configuration of the
reservoir.
) A six (6) inch air passage length over the anode is feasible. This
conclusion is based on an analysis of the cell mass transfer processes
• under normal operating conditions and was also confirmed by the sub-
sequent test res_.llts.
i The new anode catalyst and electrode structure developed by Hamilton
Standard for improving the performance of the Phase II cell was
successful in reducing the operating voltage from 2.1 volts at a
" current den§ity of 30 amps/ft" to 1.85 volts at a current density of
' 37. amps/ft L _which is equivalent to 1.66 volts at a current density
! of 30 amps/ftz).
The cell electrolyte of sulfuric acid (H2S04) provides better
performance than phosphoric acid 013P04) or a mixture of the two)
acids. However, a cell which uses H2SO4 electrolyte must have the
? hydrogen gas removed from the cathode upon cell shutdown to prevent
I hydrogen sulfide (H2S) evolution in the cell.
i The _/E system concept of this program will maintain the required
spacecraft oxygen partial pressure over a wide range of humidity.
This system approach is:)
!
I 4
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a. Operation of tile IWli cells at constant voltage. This
utilizes the iltherent self compensating nature of the ceil
and ininn.izes the effect of changes in humidity.
b. Provision for multiple (three) operating voltage levels.
This will allow the cell to provide oxygen at the desired rate
as determined by the crew or an automatic control system.
The cell pair performance after 428 hours of continuous operation
provided the following steady state values:
Oxygen Production = 0.471 #/day/cell pair at 1.66 volts
(112 scc/min)
Hydrogen Production --0.0591 #/day/cell pair at i.66 volts
(224 scc/min)
Cell Pressure Drop = 1.8 inches of water at 18 SCFM
air flow
Operating Voltage = 1.66 volts at 30 amps
7
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RECC_VNENDATIONS
The study and test results of this program evolved the following
recomnendations :
A WVEceil pair configuration per Figure 2 is recon_nended for use
under widely varying humidity conditions. The test results proved
the ability of this design concept to operate over a humidity range
of 5% to 75% relative humidity. Analysis shows that with proper
sizing the unit could uperate over a 5% to 90% relative humidity
range.
The improved anode which was developed by Hamilton Standard is
recommended for use in future cell designs.
Sulfuric acid (H9S0.4)is recommended as the WVE electrolyte since
test results sho_ this acid provides the better performance
characteristics.
A nitrogen gas purge system on the cathode side of the cell is
recommended to prevent the evolution of H2S.
Additional study and test effort should be perfo_aud in the following
areas:
a. Investigationof reservoir materials to achieve a larger void
volume (60% min.), increased structural strength and lower
weight. Both electrical insulator and non-insulatingmaterials
should be considered. ,..,,.
,
b. Imprmrement in the cathode current carrier to provide a more
_ uniform current distribution.
c. Additional cell pair testing to further examine endurance
capability, on-off cyclic operation, repeated wetting and
drying cycles, and a complete temperature/humidityperformance
map.
Y
T,
i
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DISCUSSION
The discussion of the results of this program is separated into
three sections. The first section, WVECell Operation, presents a
general description of how the Water Vapor Electrolysis cell operates.
The second section, Phase I Studies, discusses feasibility tests
results, conclusions and the recomendations that were formed during
this program phase, regardless of later Phase II results. The last
section, Phase II Test, presents the Phase II ceil pair design, various
test results and data analysis that were obtained during this period.
WATER VAPORELECTROLYSISCELL OPERATION
The NVE cell, schematically illustrated in Figure 3, operates as
described below.
U SVHSER 5901Hamilton ................................................
Standard ICl_, CR-115070
When D.C. power is applied to the electrodes a current passes through
the cell electrolyzing the water in the electrolyte, liberating oxygen
at the anode and hydrogen at the cathode. The electrolyte is contained
and i_nobilizedwithin the matrix.
Make up water is added to the cell by passing moist cabin air over
the anode. The water vapor in the incoming air is absorbed by the
electrolyte because of the lower vapor pressure within the electrolyte.
As the relative humidity changes a corresponding change also occurs
in the electrolyte concentration and volune. On increasing humidity and/
or decreasing air temperature the electrolyte becomes less concentrated,
increasing its volume causing the cell to flood with excess electrolyte.
On decreasing humidity and/or increasing air temperature the electrolyte
becomes more concentrated, decreasing in volume causing the matrix to
dry out. For this reason the reservoir concept was added to the WVE
cell to absorb the excess electrolyte (preventingcell flooding) and
to allow the matrix to wick the electrolyte back during drying conditions.
In any given cell, the rate of electrolysis depends solely on the
current passed through the cell, illustrated as follows:
For a current of one ampere;
Oxygen produced = 0.0157 ib/day = 3.74 scc/min.
Hydrogen produced = 0.00197 ib/day = 7.48 scc/min.
Water vapor consumed = 0.0177 Ib/day
The oxygen required for one man is approximately 2 ibs/day which
would require a WVE system to operate at 127 amps. The minimum
theoretical voltage required for electrolysis of water is 1.23 volts
if the process is conducted at a net rate of zero. Actual voltages for
WVE cells, studies in Phase I, ranged from 2.1 to 2.5 volts depending on
the electrolyte,matrix, electrodes _nd electrolysis rate (of current
density approximately 30 amps per ft'). The new anode developed by
Hamilton Standard and employed in the Phase II cell design, lowered
this voltage to 1.85 volts at a current density of 3_.0 amps per ft2
(which is equivalent to 1.66 volts at 30 amps per ft'). Differences
between actual and theoretical voltages are caused by over voltage
primarily at the anode, and by cell resistance effects.
PHASE I STUDIES
%.
The objective of this phase was to investigate a Water Vapor
Electrolysis OWE) unit which would be tolerant to a range of relative
humidity from 5% to 90%. A further objective was to determine a control
system which would utilize this improved WVEunit and would maintain the
space cabin oxygen partial pressure at 3.1 + 0.? psia.
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A trade-off study was made to establish and select an improved WVE
cell design concept and oxygen control system. This trade-off study
was derived from data obtained through the definition of operating
requirements, research of existing data, feasibility tests and analytical
studies. Each of these subtasks is discussed in detail in the following
sections.
The results of the trade-off study revealed that a WVE cell contain-
ing an electrolyte reservoir could be made operable over a humidity range
of 5% to 90% R.H., provide the required oxygen and maintain the oxygen
partial pressure at 3.1 + 0.2 psia with space cabin air humidities
between 35% to 65% R.H. Without flooding or drying out. The WV£ unit
would be operated at a controlled voltage with a manual or automatic
voltage level selection of minimum, nominal and maximum.
Requirements
The following tabulation provides a comparison of the performance
requirements that have been established for this program as compared to j
those of the present NASA/Ames Research Center WVHUnit:
Present NASA/ARC "-
Requirement I___rovedWVE Unit WV£ Unit
I. Gravity - Oper. 0 to IG 0 to IG
2. Ambient Press. Oper. 7.5-I0.0-16.0 psia 7.5-10.0-16.0psia
3. Air Temperature 63° to 77°F 65° - 85°F
4. Relative Humidity -Oper. Normal 35% to 65% 35% - 65%
5. Weight Penalties- _
Power at 28 VDC 591 Ib/KW 290 Ib/KW '
Power at 115 VAC 710 Ib/k3q TBD
Heat Rejection .02 ib/BTU/hr. 0.1 Ib/BYU/hr.
6. Oxygen Production [ibs/man/
day) 1.18 to 3.125 2 !
7. Oper. Life w/o Maintenance 2160 hrs. (rain) 2000 demonstrated
8. Total Life 2 years 6 months
9. Relative Humidity -Oper. 5% to 90% 35% to 65%
(as a design goal) demonstrated
10. Oper. after Vacuum F_posure 0.1 psia for 4 hrs. 10 -2 torr-but _/
unit sealed
9
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Present NASA/ARC
Requirement I_mprovedWVE Unit WVE Unit
ii. Crew Size 12 1
12. H20 Available (ibs/man/
day) 1.2 - 3.09 - 9.6 TBD
13. C02 in Air (ibs/man/day) 1.98 - 2.12 - 3.1 TBD
14. 02 Partial Pressure 3.1 +_.2 psi TBD
15. Cabin Volume 6000 cu ft TBD
16. Air Flow TBD 60 CPM
17. Stor_ae Environment 5% to 80% RH at 100% R.H. with
unit sealed
A_bient Pressure 14.7 psia 14.7 psia
18. Cell Pressure Drop TBD 2 inches H20 max
19. Hydrogen Production 0.14 - 0.39 0.25 (mLn) -
(1b/day/man)
Data Reseerch
A review of the work on water vapor electrolysis (see references, "
Appendix B) was conducted to define the problems associated with present
design. A brief s_ary of this evaluation is given below.
The water vapor electrolysis cell for oxygen generation in spacecraft
was developed in two concurrent efforts. A cell employing phosphoric acid
electrolyte in a combination microporous rubber and asbestos matrix was
developed by Battelle Memorial Institute (BMI) under contract with RASA/ARC
(Contract NAS 2-2156). Platinum screens were used for both electrodes in
the phosphoric acid cell, In a parallel effort, NASA/ARCdeveloped a cell
utilizing sulfuric acid electrolyte, i,_obilizedwith Cab-O-Sil to form a
gel, supported by a microporous polyvinyl-chloride (PVC) membrane for gas
separation. This cell used a platinum screen for the anode and an American
Cyanamid AA-2 fuel cell electrode for the cathode. Both cells utilized
rigid (unplasticized)PVC housings. The feasibility of the WVE concept was
demonstrated by extended testing of laboratorymodules (cell stacks) of both k.
the sulfuric and phosphoric acid cells.
The use of plastic (polyvinylchloride)for the cell housing is
disadvantageousbecause the low strength and thermal conductivity limit
the individual cells to a relatively small size, and separate provisions
must be made for current collection. The cell also employs "0" ring seals
which complicate construction.
I0
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The choice of anode catalyst and structure in the NASA/ARC cell
save excessive polarizationwhich limits the cell to im_ current densities
zn order to prevent ozone production.
A gel electrolytemay be sensitive to vibration and makes cell
assemblage somewhat arduous, while the microporous membrane separator
gives a significant increase in ce]l resistance. The relatively large
electrolyte volume in this design would be expected to result in low
tolerance to flooding or drying, however, the response time would be
small. The asbestos matrix with phosphoric acid does not have these
problems but the chemical compatability of these two materials is question-
able.
A sulfuric acid electrolyte gives much better electrochemicalper-
formance than phosphoric acid, and remains liquid under normal operating
conditions in contrast to phosphoric acid which forms a solid phase at
concentrationsabove 85 wt-% near ambient temperature (68OF). Sulfuric
acid has the disadvantage that it is thermodynamically unstable toward
reduction and under certain operating conditions hydrogen sulfide can
be evolved at the cathode. Other chemical properties of these acids are
given in Appendix C.
Improvement of the water vapor electrolysis unit required solutions
to the above problems. Various possible solutions were investigated and
the results are presented in the appropriate sections of this report.
Feasibility Tests , _
A survcy of available test results on the primary electrolyte
candidates H3PO4 and tt2SO4 led to the conclusion that sufficient
comparative data was not available to adequately relate these electrolytes
or to properly design a WVEcell for expanded humidity tolerance.
Accordingly, an electrochemical test progTamwas conducted in which
cell candidate designs and configurations could be tested on common
instrumentation. Test objectives were:
To provide a cell design that would permit operation over a wide
range of inlet humidity.
To select a cell matrix.
To select a ceil electrolyte. _
In order to compare the various cell configurations and electrolytes
it was necessary to obtain polarization curves, (cell voltage versus
current density) and cell resistance at various electrolyte concentra-
tions, corresponding to electrolyte equilibrium at various inlet humidities _
(Reference Appendix D).
ll
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Initial testing wz_ conducted on one inch square WVE cells having
the same electrolyte and matrix as previously tested by Battelle Memorial
Institute under contract NAS 2-2156 and NAS,VARC contract NAS 2-5699.
A new matrix material, Tissuquartz, was also tested in these small test
cells. From the results of this testing, Tissuquartz was selected as
the matrix material. Tissuquartz was selected because it provides a
thin matrix, reduces the cell sealing problems and has good operational
histm T as a Pratt & Whitney Aircraft fuel cell matrix.
Since it was very time consigningto equilibrate the small WVE
cells at various humidities, a "half cell:'or bulk electrolyte test
program was also conducted. In this testing the electrolyte could be
prepared to represent the equilibrated condition in a cell at a
specific humidity and tested in a much shorter time.
The electrolyte test results revealed that H2SO4 provides excellent
electrochemicalperformance. However, fuel cell test reports by the
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft Division of UAC indicated that H2SO4 can be
reduced to produce H2S under certain conditions. Because of this one
disadvantage a mixed acid (H2SO4 + H3PO4) electrolyte was tested.
It was believed that this mixture would reduce the possibility of H2S
production because of the lower concentration of H2SO4.
From studying the basic WVE cell performance and the variation in
electrolyte volume with ambient humidity, it was established that the
cell should incorporate a resel_foirfor the electrolyte to flow into
and out of in order to withstand the specified 5% to 90% range in
relative humidity conditions. Testing of the mixed acid in a WVE .
cell which incorporateda reservoir was performed. Selection of the
reservoir material resulted from a "wicking" test program which
compared various materials for their wicking action and acid compatibility.
Detailed discussions of the various tests associated with the
matrix and electrolyte investigationsare presented in the
following sections:
Test Apparatus
Small Cell ',""r_ts
Half Cell Tests
Cell Tolerance Tests
Mixed Acid Electrolyte
Wicking Tests
Test Apparatus
The electrochemical studies on the I x 1 inch cell and half
cell were carried out with a fast rise-time Tacussel model PIT 20-2X
potentiostat and associated equipment shown in Figure 4. Current-voltage
curves were run at a sweep rate of 200 my rain. The total number of
12
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Figure 4
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coulombs passed in all cases was equivalent to the cons_nption of less than
5% of the total water contained in the equilibrated electrolyte at various
set humidities. The electrolytevoltage drop [IR) was measured by the
constant current pulse method with a pulse rise-time of less than 10 micro
seconds.
A typical recorder trace showing the voltage current curve and its
correction for IR drop is given in Figure S for a 1 x 1 inch cell test.
Small Cell Tests Without a Reservoir
These tests were run to compare the performance of various candidate
matrix materials and electrolytes. Small WVE cells were prepared and
placed in a humidity control apparatus shown in Figure 6. Electrolyte
resistance and Tafel slopes were obtained to determine the electrochemical
performance. The following cells were tested at various inlet dew points:
Acid Concentration 0_r-%) Electrolyte Matrix
i. 56 H2SO4/Cab-O-SiI(I) (NASA/ARC type cell)
i0 Wt parts acid/l Wt Cab-O-ell
2. 85 HsPO4/Asbestos (Ba'ctelletype cell)
3. 56 H2SO4/Tissuquartz
4. 85 H3PO4/Tissuquartz
,_ The cells were equilibrated for at least two hours at each dew point :'
condition. The reproducibilityand consistency of results indicated that
_ vapor pressure equilibri_.nwas achieved.
' A sumuary of the test results is presented in Table I. The cell
having a gel of Cab-O-Sil/H2SO4 and a microporous separator had four
times the resistance of t/lesame unit with a matrix of Tissuquartz/H2SO4.
The cell having a matrix of asbestos/H3PO4 had approximately I.3 times
the resistance of the same unit wit_ a matrix of Tissuquartz/H3PO4. In
addition to having a lower resistance with a given electrolyte, the
TissuquaxTz has superior physical and dlemical properties for this
application. It was also confirmed that sulfuric acid gives better
electrochemicalperformance than phosphoric acid in terms of both a larger i
exch,qnl_ecurrent _nd a lower electrolyte resistance. The cell configura-
tion for these tests showed poor tolerance in that it was very sensitive _,v
to dry out. Recovery from a dry condition was also difficult.
>
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Half Cell Tests Using Bulk Blectrolyte
F_periments were conducted in a half cell pictured in Pigure 7 i_
to determine the effect of the equilibrius water vapor pressure of the
electrolyte (Pv) on the anodic currmtt density at constant potential.
Experiments also were directed at con_aring the performance of mixed
H2SO4 + H3P04 electrolyteswith individual acids. (The arguments
supporting a mixed electrolyte are stmmmrized in section 'Mixed Acid
IRectrolyte".)
The working electrode (anode)was a smooth platinum one cm2 flag-
type:strip which was rotated at a speed of approximately 600 rpm to
minbnize concentrat(on polarization. Potential sweeps were run at 200
my/rainfor various aci6 concentrations. The mixed electrolyte consisted
of H3PO4 and H2SO4 in _ 7 to 5 weight ratio with various amounts of water. %
This choice in mixture ratios was based on an initial mixture of equal
vohmles of 65 wt-% H2SO4 and 85 wt-% H3PO4 which have the same vapor
pressure. With this mixture a total acid concentration of 95 wt-%
Hamilton ........... UUNITED A,f_Cf_A_T CO)_"C,nATION
Standard 1:21®
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(Pv = 0.6 ]innHg) would still contain less than 40% H2SO4 so that the
possibility of H2SO4 being reduced in this mixed electrolyte is very
slight (see comments in section Mixed Acid Electrolyte).
Theoretically the anedic current at constant potential (Iv) should
be related to the vapor pressure of water in %uilibrium with the electro-
lyte (Pv) by an equation of the form Iv = k Pv where k is the rate
constant whose value depends only on potential, temperature, type of
anion and the catalytic activity of the electrode. The exponent n
depends only on the reaction mechanism which in tram may be influenced
by tilenature of the anions present in solution via anion absorbtion.
From the results of the above tests, stmmmrized in Figure 8, ic can I
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be seen that the rate constant k for the sulfuric acid is significantly
larger than that fo, phospl]oricacid. This means that at a particular
dew point sulfuric acid is more efficient than phosphoric for water
electrolysis. The respective exponents for sulfuric and phosphoric acid
are 3/2 and 2. The initial Phase I work indicated that the mixed acid had
the same electrochemicalperformance as sulfuric acid. This conclusion
was later reversed as a result of Phase II testing.
Cell Tolerance Tests Using The 1 x 1 Inch _ Test Cell
Additional cell tests with the porous glass reservoir configuration,
illustrated in _ gure I, were conducted with the mixed acid(l) in order
to determine the overall cell performance. The cell matrix was filled with
a slight excess of mixed acid whose total acid concentrationwas 85 wt-%
(Pv = i.5 mm Hg), to represent a very dry condition of cell operation
(low humidity). The assembled cell was then equilibratedwith air at
various dew points. The increase in electrolyte volume upon
equilibrationwith PH20 > i.5 _ Hg was taken up by the glass sponge.
The first test with a shiny platinum screen anode gave very high
polarization indicative of an extremely dry condition at the anode or very
high anode current density. Subsequent examination of the anode showed
that it was too dry due to competition from the sponge for electrolyte.
This situation was remedied by platinizing the anode screen, the
platinum black acting as a sponge with very small pores to hold sufficient
electrolyteunder all conditions.
With this modification the cell performance and tolerance were
improved. Successful performance was achieved over a water vapor ,
pressure range from 2 mm Hg to 19 n_nHg (13o to 70oF electrolyte dew
point) with no evidence of performance degradation at the extreme conditions.
These test results are summarized in Figures 9, 10, and II. Figure 9
shows the current density as a function of cell voltage (correctedfor
IR drop) at various electrolyte water vapor pressures, Pv. These
results showed no evidence of concentration polarizationup to current
densities of 160 amp/ft2 as would be expected from theoretical considera-
tions. The cell "Tafel Slope" was 0.20 volts/decade. This value for
the cell Tafel Slope is difficult to explain since the half ceil tests
using the anode with free electrolyte gave a more normal Tafel Slope of
0.12 volts. The difference of 0.08 volts would have to be attributed to
the cathode polarization, but seems high by a factor of two for this
type electrode. The anode polarization for water electrolysis from
acid on platinum electrodes seemed excessively high and undoubtedly
1
(i) This type of cell design is not limited to a mixed acid electrolyte.
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could be reduced considerably with a more efficient catalyst. This is
important not only from the standpoint of power reduction but also to
prevent the formation of ozone which becomes appreciable at potentials
greater than 2.1 volts. A better anode catalyst and electrode structure
i
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was developed by h_,ilton Standard and used in the Phase II cell pair
hardware.
Observations of the anode Auring operation showed visible bubble
formation resulting in electrolyte spattering only if the electrolyte
dewpoint was greater than 50°F (9.2 nlnHg) and the current density
greater than 45 amp/ft2. Figure I0 gives the dependence of the current
density (Iv) at constant cell voltage (2.05 volts) on electrolyte
water vapor pressure, (Pv) which shows again that Iv = k Pv 3/2.
Figure II gives the electrolyte resistance as a function of Pv for the
Tissuquartz matrix. From this data the cell kinetic equation for the
mixed electrolyte is found to be
= 10-!0 Pv 3/2 l0 s CV - _ Pl 10-3)
where 1 is the matrix thickness in cm, and the electrolyte resistivity
( p )-in ohm cm, including the matrix factors, is given by:
P= 14.45 - 7.75 Log Pv
Where Pv is inmmllg and S is ma/cm 2 ( _ amp/ft 2)
Mixed Acid Electrolyte
The arguments for considering a mixture of H2SO4 and H3PO4 as a
c;aldidate electrolyte were based on potential problems each acid
displayed separately. First, examination of the H3PO4 phase diagram
revealed crystallation would occur at high concentration ( _ 88 wt-%) ,.
at room temperature (25°C). Secondly, a review of work performed
on the electrochemistry of H2SO4 by Pratt and Whitney Division of UAC
revealed that II2S was observed at the H2 electrode a bulk H2SO4
concentrations above 40 wt-% and temperatures greater than 30°ft. (1)
In short, the formation of H2S is thermodynamically possible at
these conditions (fuel cell, open circuit or electrolysis mode), and it
appears the controlling feature for H2S formation is the reaction kinetics.
Because rate data is not available an electrolyte with a lower H2S04
concentration is recomendod.
..... -- .......... :,t " IL _i •f
(1) A recent discussion of the experimental details with the
principle author confirmed that H2S was observed experimentally
in the H2 stream sweeping past the 1t2 electrode at open circuit
and also at fuel cell operating potentials.
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It is believed that only non-lonzzed t_SO a can lead to H2S
formation, so that H2SO4 should be diluted with an acid of lower
strength to allow further ionization of H2SO4. H3PO4 is an excellent
candidate as its first ionization constant is 5 orders of magnitude
less than that for H2SO4. This means tt2SO4 will ionize at the
, expense of tI3PO4 thus reducing the possibility of H2S formation.
Also as }I3PO4 is diluted any crystallizationproblems are avoided.
A mixture of equal voh_ne 65 wt-% H2SO4 and 85 wt-% H3P04(2)
was tested in this program and was the recommended cell loading
electrolyte at the conclusion of Phase I. It was recomnended that H2S
detection tests should be concluded on both H2SO4 and mixed acid in
Phase II to better select the electrolyte.
Wicking Tests
A materials investigationwas made to determine the correct
¢ material for the reservoir and electrolyte matrix which would provide
the proper wicking relationship and still be compatible with H2SO4
and I13P04. The wicking relationship must be su-h that the matrix material
[ will wick the electrolyt3 from the reservoir material and the reservoir
will wick the excess electrolyte off the matrix. In addition this
' electrolyte transfer must be made across an electrode.
The AA-2 (Cathode) electrode material, because of the platinized
coating, will allow the electrolyte to transfer quite readily.
A data search of acid compatible materials which would wick
revealed materials like asbestos (used in the _lI cells), microporous
_ z_bber (ACE-SIL" used in batteries), fritted glass and Tissuquartz.
Testing of these materials resulted in the following comparisons: .,
_ a. Cab-O-Sil matrix (used in RASA/ARC cells) has very poor
wicking properties. A material having weaker wicking
f properties to work with this matrix cotfld not be fotmd. ,
(1) J. Ltmdquist - Private com_mication
I (2) Nominal electrolyte cortcentration selection is based on the
requirement of a typical mass transfer delta driving force of /
4.5 _n llg. As nominal inlet humidity is 10.5 mmHg, nominal
electrolyte vapor pressure is, therefore, 6.5 ,=l Hg. It is also
noted that the specification requirement to expose cell electro-
lyte to 0.1 psia (SmmHg) for four hours is easily metwitb
i selection of nominal vapor pressure of 6.5 mm Hg, This represents
only a 5 wt-% change in acid concentration upon 0.1 psia exposure
, which will not degrade the WVE cell performance. /
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b. Of th_ materials tested, the microporous rubber had the
best wicking action; however, this material would be a
poor matrix candidatesince it would have a high IR drop.
c. The Tissuquartz has excellent wicking properties, a large
void volume (approximately98%), low IR drop, and has been
used in Pratt and Whitl.eyAircraft, Division of UAC fuel
cells. This would be an excellent,Tnatrix,and in addition
could act as a wet seal, thereby simplifying cell fabrication.
d. Fritted glass has _.oodwicking properties which would be
compatible with the Tissuquartz and would act as a support
for the electrode. The only disadvantage is its low percent
void volume (approximately25%).
f. The asbestos has wicking properties equal to Tissuquartz,
however, it has limited life with H2SO4.
J
Analytical Studies
A complete analyticalmodel able to describe properly all mass,
heat and electrochemicalprocesses occurring within an electrolysis
cell is an ideal tool for design. Such a tool requires intimate know-
ledge of the local processes occurring throughout the cell as well as
the ability to provide detail balancing of the extent of these
processes during cell operation. As this tool was not available,(I)
the analytical effort in the program was channelled to I) a solution of
the mass transport equations for water vapor in the cell, 2] a solution ...._
of the equation resulting from coupling the electrochemicalrate and
mass transport relationships, and 3) use of this coupling device
for an oxygen partial pressure control scheme.
Some design parametexs were determined by the analytical treatment
but other parameters such as the cell flow path length could not be
firmly established because local vapor pressures and cell temperature
gradientswere not known. However, an upper limit for the cell flow
path length was obtained, i
Mass Transport in Cell
Since the electrolytevapor pressure is normally not known during _
cell operation, it is necessary to examine the mass transport of water _
vapor in the air stream in c,rder to express P. in terms of known
quantities, e.g., water vapor pressure in airVstream (PH2O), air
velocity, and cell geomet_/. Mathematically this is a very difficult
problem especially when the rate of water electrolysis has been
(1) A 4etailed math model of the WVEcell is being developed under
,_ th_ SSP Program
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shown to be proportional to Pv 3/2. However, Levich(I) has developed
a 3olution for the case where the exponent is one and also for the case
where Pv << PH20. The latter case corresponde to a limiting current
density where the rate is controlled entirely by mass transport in the
gas phase. This maxim_n average current density is given by:
RT vh
-4
where D is the diffusivity for water vapor in air at 25oc (2.75 x 10
ft2/sec-), Y the kinematic viscosity (1.S x 10 -'_ ftZ/sec),U the bulk
air velocity (ft/sec), R is the gas constant (2.2 x 10-3 15/gin x 555
mn Hg ft_/lb mole OR), T is the absolute temperature (46 ° =
537°F), n is equival.ents per mole (2 eq/muie), F is Faraday's
constant-(9.65 x 104 amp sec/grams eq), and h is the length of the
electrode (ft). This equation reduces to"
="° ("rmnHg-ft2 2
The lowest PH20 for cell operation is 5 mm Hg which corresponds to _-
63°F and 35% [<Hso that the maximum average current density under these .
conditions is:
Since the actual average current density for a WVE cell design should '_
be less than one half this ( £ avg.) maxim_, value to avoid serious
mass transport pro--_651ems,the term U/h must be at least 20 for operation
at current densities approaching 45 amp/ft2 at low dew points. A ,_
nominal value for U is I0 ft/sec so that the cell length could be up
to 0.5 ft without encountering mass transport limitations as illustra-
ted by Figure 12.
Levich has also shown that the thickness of the diffusion
boundary layer is given by:
,
at any distance x from the air inlet side of the electrode. /" •
A plot of _ vs. electrode length is shown in Figure 13 for various
air flow velocities. For the nominal velocity of I0 ft/sec, _ equals
I0-2 (or .12") at an electrode length of 0.5 ft (6"). This means
(i) Levich, V.G:, PhysicochemicalHydrodynamics) Prentice-Hall)
., due N.J, (1962),
, -]
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if an electrode length of 6" is selected, the air passage height above
the anode scree]L ca_ bo no less than .12" to maintain sufficient
flow and a¢oid mass transport problems.
ElectrochemicalRate/Mass Transport Relationships
When Pv aw i" significant compared to PHI_ the above equation
for 6 does hOt'strictly apply. However, it i_Vthe best simple
approximationavailable at present. It seems reasonable to assume
that the actual 6 will be less than that given by the above
equation when Pv -_PH2@. Thus we can write or
[avg' _ 3.8 sec 1/2fta _ (PH20 - Pv avg )mmHg
Solving the kinetic equation for Pv, _.eglecting IR drop, and
substitution into the above equation gives
PH20 _ _ , h_ ramHg ft. 2 + I0 10/3 (2 - V) . 2/3
3.---8--_U sec ZlZ amp
mmunHg ft 4/3
Aplot of L versus PH?O for h = 112 ft and U = i0 ft/sec at various --
cell voltages (tmcorreEted for electrolyte resistance) is shown in
Figure 14. The actual current density should be somewhat higher
than shown because of the assumption made for calculating6 .
However, this will be counteracted by the IR drop correctionwhich .
become§ significant at current densities above approximately 30
amp/ft_, for low values of PH2O,
Figure 14 sL_marizes the coupling of the electrochemicalreaction
rate (currentdensity) and mass transfer (inlet humidity) relation-
ships at various voltages. The figure can be used for devising the
02 production control scheme as well as relating the nominal, maximum,
and minim_ operating current densitires. Also included in Figure
14 is a minimum electrolyte vapor pressure line ( 1 mn Hg). Operation
below this vapor pressure is not recommended. This limit serves to
select the operation conditions presented below.
Oxygen Partial Pressure Control Scheme
Summarized in Figure 14 is the relationship between cell inlet ,
humidity and current density at various cell voltages (less IR drop). Aparticular voltage curve represents the current density which the cell
will spontaneouslytry to achieve when exposed to a particular inlet
h_nidity. At constant voltage the cell displays a "self-compensating"
principle of producing less 02 at low inlet humidity and more at high
humidity, which is generally the case in spacecraft. This "self-compen-
sating" principle will be employed to design the 02 control system.
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The features of this control system are summarized in Figure 15, where
inlet humidity is pletted against the 02 production rate. An operating
domain (shadedarea) is defined by the maximum/minimum 02 production rates
toldmaximum/mini_n inlet humidities.
Figure 15 was obtalned from Figure 14 by setting the maximum 02
production rate equal to the maximum current density that can be tolerated
by the cell when operating at the minimum inlet humidity of 5,2 mm Hg (35%
RH at 63°F) without drying out the cell below a safe limit of 1 _ Hg water
vapor pressure, The minim_n vapor pressure of 1 :m Hg is reached at 50 amp/
ft2 which is, therefore, the maximum 02 production rate (3.125 Ib/man/day).
The nominal occurs at 34.8 amp/ft2 and the minimum fl.18 ib/man/day) at
18.8 amp/ft2. Now the control box is c_pletely defined.
The nominal cell potential (less of 2.05 volts is obtained from
Figure 14 by the intersection of the _ inal r',,rrentdensity line of 34.8
amp/ft2and the nominal inlet hulnidity1Lne vf 10.4 ._mHg (50% RH at 73°F).
This will be the normal operating cell voita_. 'r_:,c3nd other voltage
curves are plotted in Figure 15 with the nominal condJtions _dentified.
This curve demonstrates the "self-compensating"principle of operating at
constant voltage. If the inlet humidity is greater or less the cell will
tend to produce more or less 02 following this curve, It is seen that the
minimum 02 production rate at the minimum humidity of 5.2 mm Hg (35% RH at "
6S°F) occurs very close to the nominal 2.05 volts. On the other hand, the
maximum inlet humidity of 15.6 mm Hg (65% RH at 77°F), at 2.05 volts, leads
to greater than required 02 maximum production rate, Accordingly the voltage
should be reduced so as not to exceed 3.125 ib/man/day. If the max_ 02
rate is demanded at the low inlet humidity level of 5.2 rm,Hg, the cell ,.
voltage would have to be increased.
Control System
A system review of the imposed requirements to determine the range of
control which the WVE unit would have to perform was conducted (reference
Figure 15). The minimum oxygen production requirements of 1.18 Ib/man/day
defined by the review was based on the period when the crew was sleeping
and zero cabin leakage (metabolic consumption rate of 300 BTU/hr/manj. This
minimum oxygen rate which presently is being used on Space Station work is
lower than the specified rate of 1.62 Ib/man/day. The maximum requirement
was established at 3.125 ib/man/day (2.56 Ib/man/day metabolic plus 1.565
Ib/man/day leakage).
The specified max. rate of 4.21 Ib/man/day is in error since it assumes
the maximum cabin leakage of 1.65 ib/man/day is pure oxygen instead of a
mixed gas having an oxygen partial pressure of 3.1 psi.
Since a time-line of oxygen consumption and cabin humidity was not
available, an assumption was made that any change in the oxygen consumption
32
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rate for an eight hour period would not exceed 0.9 Ib/man/day delta to the
WVE production rate. L..I_delta would produce a 0.I psi change in the cabin
oxygen partial pressure, of which the allowable tolerance is + 0.2 psi.
When the WVE is operated at constant voltage the normal changes in
relative humidity and oxygen demand tend to be self compensating;however,
with large changes in the oxygen demand as noted above it would be necessary
to have three voltage settings (with current limiters) for operating the WVE
unit (referenceFigure 15, voltage settings of 1.95 - 2.05 - 2.20). The
voltage settings would be selected manually or automaticallybased on the
direction of change in the oxygen partial pressure. Under normal operation
the unit would maintain the nominal voltage and produce oxygen with respect
to the relative humidity as indicated in Figure 15. It should be noted that
the 2.20 voltage setting is in the range of WVE operation which produces
ozone which must be filtered out. The improved anode used in the Phase II
tests reduces the cell voltage substantiallybelow this danger point.
Figure 16 presents two cases where the delta between the WVE oxygen
production rate and the crew oxygen demand exceed the 0.9 ib/man/day and
one case of a normal change in oxygen rates. In all three of these cases
the cabin oxygen partial pressure is held within the tolerance of 3.1 + 0.2
psi.
Case i.- This situation could occur when the crew wakes up after sleep-
ing 8_ (Point AI, Figure 16, WVE set on 2.05 volts, h,_idity at 35% RH
at 63°F) and all start to work or exercise, along with max. cabin leakage
(02 demand increases from 1.18 to 3.125 ib/man/day). It is ass_ned that the
increased 02 demand continues for 8 hours without an increase in cabin
humidity (notvery likely but possible). Under these conditions the P02 .
will drop to 3.0 within 2 hours and the WVE would be switched to 2.20 volts
(Point BI). This increase in 02 production still cannot meet the crew
demand and after 8 hours the P02 drops to 2.9 psi (Point el). At this point
it is valid to assume that the cabin humidity has increased and the WVE
production rate exceeds the demand and the P02 comes back to the nominal
value of 3.1 psi.
Cas____e2.- This is a normal situation where the delta in 02 rates does not ,i
exceed 0.9 Ibs/man/day at a condition of constant cabin humidity, i
I
Case 3,- This situation could occur when the crew stops exercising or I
working----_intA3 demand max. WVE set on 2.05 volts, humidity at 65% RH at !
77°F) and they all rest or go to sleep (02 demand drops to rain.of 1.18 I
Ib/man/day). It is also assumed that the cabin humidity remains constant
for 8 hours. Under these conditions the P0_ will rise to 3.2 within 2 hours, r
and the WVE would be switched to 1.95 volts"(Point B3). This decreases the
WVE oxygen production rate but it still produces more 02 then the crew
_.,. demands (because the cabin humidity is high) and after 8 hours the cabin
P02 is at 3.3 psi (Point C3). Again it is assumed that by the time the
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cabin humidity starts *o decrease and the cabin will return to its
nolaualvalue of 3.1 psi within the next 16 hoursP02.
Cases 1 and 3 are extreme situations which most likely would not occur
for the length of time that is presented.
Final Cell Comparison
Table II presents a comparison of each detail part of a Water Vapor
Electrolysis Cell which resulted in the final design configuration. This
table includes the data obtained from the Phase II WVEcell pair ;,_sts.
pesign Limits
Table III presents a tabulated listing of design parameters and their
respective limits for %_/Edesign. This table includes the data obtained from
the Phase II WVE cell pair tests.
Phase I Conclusions
The results of the Phase I study and feasibility tests indicated that a
Water Vapor Electrolysis Cell having a tolerance to a wide range of inlet
huuidity (5% to 90% RH) can he obtained and operated to maintain the cabin
oxygen partial pressure at 3.I + 0.2 psia.
Phase I Recon_endations ."
At the completion of Phase I reco_endations were made to the desigm
configuration, of the NASA/ARCcell pair unit which evolved from the Phase I
study, as presented on drawing SVSK 81296, Appendix E. This modified design
incorporates the design limits which have been established by this report
and the following details:
Electrodes - Anode - Platinized platinun, screen
Cathode - P_WAtype that replaces the present AA-2
Electrolyte - A mixed acid solution of H2SO4 _ H3PO4
Electrolyte Matrix - Tissuquartz (.017 thickness)
Reservoir - Fritted glass
%
3
The Phase II test hardware should be a cell pair of the same basic ]o
configuration as above having a 2 inch air passage with modifications for L
instrumentationand added test flexibility. (i.e. Plexiglas housing, 1
thermocoupleports, inlet duct, etc.).
An investigation should be made to improve the Anode such that the
--_ polarization is reduced (increasedcatalytic activity). The production of
H2S during water vapor electrolysis should be more thoroughly investigated.
i
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TABLE II
/
FINAL TRADECC_ARISON
I_ t,tt I _*ll
I h_ t Iql._t:
.I _hle ran¢,, ,_f . trt.¢._tr _t ,_t_ t_ not purg_l frt._ cell 3t _hutdo_.
2 t_ _xk, .fftcttnt ceil otmratten.
3. h_, lh' ,Imp.
II_Ptl 4 I . _.i [ , ii t [_ , Vnlmttble with l. htl; pr, _ tpttate at high _oncen-
a_l,e_to_ r_lt fix. t 1,it lolls.
2. II_ ,t htgber Taft-] slope and a
](_mr _ x_hal_e ,urr.nt.
_. Ill higher vt_t_tty.
a. Ha_ hlgh IR drn V
(_tron_er co':plextng agent)
II_I_ IIXIX_4 lt:l_ ;l_O.l ,k t,l t'h _ tmhtt _,t, ltltt _,ill_ _¢,hx to.l f_,! the l_l-_ I', ].ell design,
I_'_,_( I. It, I_n_l_).,,t_l ._Mv.'mta_e_ t*'ro dl_l_r_ven aI_l 1!2_14 ttm_ u_od as the
t,h_ t_ ,,h.t... $L
I I,'* t l,)l_.tt ' [ a
Ilht, ( I,_,tt,x], - . _h_ tl_le r,l_in_ resulting In2. IU eXl_'l tlxtt,nt:ll tt'_t ttru. tn _._/#J_t' high (,]t_.trt_t_t( I]_ .' x_pI't,_£rtm Z, Ih_ l_or wl_l,tt. ;_t-rtl_ ._td
3. _old Volllm' .l_roxl_ttelv _71 I t_ not _(_/_.tt Ib]_ In a _rll _hlth ."
u-e an eh_-tc(,l _, r_._(.r_otr
_. l_tMtllF_ I mlt tt_x TI3I,., tf,t_r:tatt-
_ht_h rt_ttlt-_ ill tl more _omplex i
_ell design.
,k',l_lNll_g I. Ill, .l high ht_hlo 1_l_,t I. ,Sot cor_p_ttble _tth I12_,O4. ._
.', ILl- avtrag_. _t_klll_ prop.,t? I, •
_. ILl_ a told vohra(, _'f .tllpfoxt_xately _OI.
Z. ICt- t_clhnl _,_,ktnl_ I.,.l'_'rtl,_ Z. [_lltlt _ trial _art-on handling
It.in I,. ea-th it.el _tth t r._ervo|r) durtnR cell il_sembly.
_. I't_,_td_..lt_lrat& _t II loaJtltg.
4. Ihgl_tde- _i _etA, thll_ t_atrtx (levi
tt,_l_t_t ]
$. ILt_ _ln_ ]_ut. (,f operational u_e ,/
(l'_k_ tlt'l .ell_. ' '_*
_. ]{.i. I lair(' ],er_cmta_(' of veil !
Ih_tt _htc
_V_el_Olr [I1,1 ;'lid t,t.X__ I, I. _t_a_'_tt thl., with It,_. ,_1 I1%1_4. I.l..t_ l_t*t_etttagt, of ",old voltl_"
&.%|t ,_.' IXC_tXN 2. h.ll t_ttk t]t_ vx_e_(hxtt,_ht_' tal,prox. 2St).
t'lK_IIt" _tl till all(_ the _atrt_ t_ _lCk
it I,_t¢l.
3. I_ a_all_hl,, tel ,c_erg] ltWt _ige_
_hlxh ilh_ 4 ranl_ of _l_'ktttg fohe_.
4. Prt_tlde _, I _t_*" t.tdt" rahRe (tlt_ ra3lntl
u_ _ell oprratl_.
_. t._l _ tl_od to _Uplx3rt the electrode.
uh_l_W_t_l_ I _el_ e._tl t.t.[ l,l_.rth_. I. _)ll I_}t all,'_ th_ _ttrtx to t_ld_
I h et it_lL_
_._ " l, It t' d, -tl_l'le t h_ ttt_l_ ,_I_I I, I_ lt_ longor holllg lltadlufe_ltltt_.
pro_ idt... Fo_d IlqUlJ tr_t_fer.
tL_.*t l [- ,,,,a:lalIt Ill _atlttit-_iOl:' 5|:('_, /"
llltlhdtq 2 l_ ttltll_ Ilellt to &X-2. ,7
l'l%ll_,l_II _ i h,'t ._,_ ",If_.ttlr'l: _f flu" Ch_ M_tt _Idttt,_t_d ' ,, tltt_tlglSth'tl
,_ I 1 IN _ul I_k'e re*liar'], t h_t,
11 '.i I'.I*': _,tt3h'-t ,_r lqallnl:tt_g, I_'D,t_ t_ the elc<trolyte ,_d the
_t td f _, ".- n_.v,
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TABLE III
DESIGN LIMITS
I mttinl_ Values Controlling Parar_eter
[k'_ tgn kariable Max Nora Min _ax Min
I-lectrolvte tt2S04 ACID - Base will be poisoned by
cabin CO2
- Must be electrucheMcally
stable at cell voltages
Ylectrolv_e SEE TEXT
Concerti rat ionI
Matrix MaterlaI Should have a large % of vol] vohm_e (above SO%)-
also good wlcking characteristics.
Mat_ tx T_ick_ess .01" .034 (Not Physical handling requires
m (xnches) Icompr:ssed) Compressed', two sheets.
Reservoir Material Wickinq p._cp,-:tie_ must be less than those of the
matrix. Should have large g void volume (above
s0_).
i
Reservoir Capac_t ," iDetx'ndent oll (_eratill_ Reservo:r capacity factor and
.ondltions (relative ht_ntdity) electrolyte volume expansion
factor.
t'ell Xoltage (without 2.0 l.t_6 Not tO eyceed 100 amp/sq ft - also
IR), Volts ozone production above 2.1 volt_.
t'urrent Density, t, 10o 30 l0 lh-ylng of cell N/A
m,q_/sq ft
llectrode .Mr flow b * Mass transport, delta T, N/A ,."_,
lengl m IR drop
"le_: ode Length, in 12 tLssembly teclunques N/A
,_lode *
t_lcde lhickness, .010 .OOS .003 Cost Fab, problems - only acid
(mche_) Cathode Pratt & I_ltney Flectrode electrode being mfg.
Q_tt,od. _ Thicka_ess, m .006 Only size available
Air Passage Opening, in .12 Pkg. limits _hss transport
Air Velocity, U, ft/sec l0 10 Delta P I_hss transport
Cell Temp. Gradlent, of * _ [' '* ' "tl',, i, Cell/structure conductivity
.... |
]
I
• Ilamllton StaJtdal'd developed antxle - Note: Shonld allow free flow uf electrolyte. 1
• * iR drop will add _ 0,5 volts to cell potential at nominal conditions. !
, !• ** R_'¢Ol_llelluLxl de¢igu does :lot ': "qtnre variable air velocity.
.N,'A Xot 34)phcab le
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PHASE II TESTS
The primary objectives of this phase were to design a prototype WVE test
unit, based on the concept selected in Phase I, fabricate the unit and perform
a series of verification tests that would demonstrate the feasibility of the
selected concept. Two secondary test objectives were requested by NASA as a
result of the Phase I study data. These were to obtain additional wicking
characteristicsof the various cell materials and to investigate the genera-
tion of H2S when using H2SO4 as a WIrEcell electrolyte.
Cell Pair Desiir9
In the initial program plus the Phase II prototype hardware was to be
obtained by modifying the NASA/ARC cell pair assembly (reference Figures 17
18), for incorporation of the design features set forth in Phase I. This
philosophy was changed early in Phase If, by Hamilton Standard and NASA/MSC,
because the NASA/ARC cell pair was too m,all (0.167 ft2 effective electrolysis
area) to be competitive for future spacecraft programs. Instead the cell pair
size would be optimized based on weight, power and Phase I limitations and new
hardware would be fabricated. Figure 19 shows a comparison of the two cell
pair designs. The optimization study was obtained from the NASA Space Station
: Prototype (SSP) Program and was based on the Hydrogen Depolarized Cell Unit
(referenceFigure 20), which is very similar to the desired WVE cell pair
design. An electrode size of 6 inches (width)by 12 incfles(length) was
- _ e_tablished for this study which corresponds with the Phase I cell limitations.
The cell pair configuration (referenceFigure 21) consists of two titan-
ium housings which sandwich the two electrolysis cells and their reservoirs.
The anode was a platinum rhodium screen (80 mesh with .003" dia. wire rolled
to .005")with catalyst applied to one side. The matrix consisted of two
,: sheets of Tissuquartz (.017" each) saturated with the H2S04 acid electrolyte.
The cathode electrode was an expanded tantalum screen (.007") coated on both&
",[ sides with platinum black catalyst and attached to a silver current carrier
frame. The electrolyte reservoirs were made of porous ceramic (pore size of
44 to 55 microns) separated by a 0.060" thick spacer and enclosed by a plexi-
i glas frame.
i_ Housings /
!_ Tita_Liumwas selected for the housings because of its compatibility with
: H2S04, good electrical conductivity (electricalresistance 50 micro_n-om,
good modulus of elasticity (15.0 x i0o psi), and very light weight (density
0.164 ib/(:uin). The inside zace of both housings in the area of electrode
_ contact was platin_n plated to maintain electrical contact between the anode
i and the cnlrrentcarrying housings. -'
i
t.
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Anode
Tbp -)latinum rhodium electrode was selected because of its low electrical
resists. _ and its compatibility with H2SO4. The proprietary catalyst that
was appi__d to the matrix side of the screen, was developed at Hamilton
Standard to improve cell efficiency.
Matrix
The Phase I study recommended Tissuquartz as the matrix material. Two
sheets of Tissuquartz were used for each matrix to improve strength and reduce
the likelihood of hydrogen breakthrough. The thicker matrix did increase the
stored electrolyte volume causing a slight increase in cell resistance.
Electrolyte
The recommendation of Phase I was to use a mixed acid of H2S04 and H3PO4
as the electrolyte. This was based on the possibility of producing H2S when
operating with an H2SO4 concentrations greater than 40 wt-%. A Phase II
investigation into the production of H2S in the electrolysis cell revealed
that it could be generated upon cell shut down regardless of the H2SO4
concentration. For this reason and because ot the poorer perfon,mnce of the
mixed acid, it was decided to use H2SO4 electrolyte during Phase II.
Cathode
The Phase I study recomended use of the Pratt & Whitney Aircraft acid
electrode for the cell because the AA-2 electrode was no longer being manu-
factured by American Cyanamid Company. Due to the increased cell size the
available Pratt _ Whitney Aircraft electrodes were not large enough. How-
ever, there was sufficient AA-2 of the correct size on hand for the larger
cell. As a result of initial Phase II tests, the cathode was modified at
the reservoir interface to improve the electrolyte transfer between the
matrix and the reservoir. This modification consisted of replacing the AA-2 _i
catalyst on the expended mesh screen with Tissuquartz. -
In order to provide good current distribution in the cell the AA-2
electrode was attached to a silver frame.
Reservoir d,
The wicking test results of Phase I recom,,-ndedfritted glass for the
reservoir. However, the cost and schedule to obtain a fritted glass reser-
' voir of this size (12" x 5 1/2_')ruled it out. Porous ceramic manufactured
by the Coors, Co., equivalent to the fritted glass, was obtained instead.
,._ As a result of initial Phas6 II tests, the comnon reservoir was separated
horizontally with a 0.060" gap as discussed in greater detail in a subsequent
/
4_) z I
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section. This allows +he gas in the reservoir to escape a: it is displaced
by the electrolyte.
Verification Tests
Test Program
l_%[Ecell pair testing was conducted in accordance with an approved test
plan, reference Appendix F, and consisted of a series of steady state tests
and a sequence of dry-out and no-wet tests. Testing started in December 1970
but was interrupted for 1 1/2 months to allow the SSP Program to conduct WV£
Design Data Tests using the same hardware but without the reservoir. Testing
was completed in early March, 1971, accumulating a total of 428 hours of
continuous operation.
During this time the cell was operated from an initial cell loading
equivalent to 5% relative h_uidity at 63°F, to a maximum air inlet condition
of 75% RH at 65°F and then lowering to a drying condition of 32% RH at 65°F.
The cell experienced flooding at the 75% RH inlet condition and hydrogen
crossover (matrix dry-odt) as the humidity was lowered to 32% RH. This
limit in operating conditions was attributed to insufficient capacity of
the reservoir. A degradation in the performance was also exhibited over
the 428 hours of operation. _is is discussed further in the performance
degradation section.
A special series of reservoir/matrix tests was conducted as part of
the investigation to determine why the unit would not operate over the full,
desired range of inlet conditions (5% to 90% RH).
Test Apparatus
The test stand (reference Figure 22 and schematic Figure 23) consiaced
of a Plexiglas chamber, power supply, data recorder and facility supp-_rt
equipment which maintained the chamber environment. The desired chamber dew
point was obtained by a controlled inflow of steam and a condensing heat
exchanger within the chamber. The chamber air temperature that was main-
tained at the test item inlet, was controlled by the combination of the
condensing heat exchanger and a preheater. The unit was powered by a
Udylit6 power unit capable of providing 0 to 6 volts at a maximum current
of 500 amps. The cell pair was placed in a text fixture (reference Figure
24) that incorporated a Plexiglas support housing, an al_nlnum exhaust duct
and a variable __DeedDC fan that could provide cell sir flows of 0 to 60 CFM.
All testing was conducted at an 18 CFM air flow through the cell. This corres-
ponds to the SSP cell air flow. The concentration of oxygen in the chamber was _
maintained at 20% + 1% by adding nitrogen as the diluent gas. The hydrogen
produced by the ceYl pair was vented out of the chamber through a flow meter
: and into an exhaust stack. Samples of d,is gas were taken and checked for
_ H2S. The c_;llpair voltage and current were measured with d_gital meters.
The cell pair and the test fixture were placed on a scale, within the chamber,
!
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providing a measurement of any change in the weight of the cell pair.
Test Results
A tabulation of the test conditions and cell pair performance for each
cell pair build up is summarized in Table IV. A discussion of each cell pair
assembly and its subsequent test is presented in chronological order.
Assembl[ #i.- The intent of this assembly was to assemble the unit for the
wettest condition (90% at 77°F). This required both the cell matrix and
reservoir to be saturated with the H2SO4 electrolyte at 17 wt-% concentration•
Run #I: The unit was placed in the test chamber, set at 50°F air tem-
perature and 40°F dew point (68% RH), and the cell pair operated at 1•70 volts.
At this condition the resultant current was I00.3 amps. However, after one
hour of operation hydrogen crossover occurred ending the test. Since the
unit was not operated long enough to obtain a steady state conditions this
cannot be used as a data point• A quick (approximately3 miD. duration)
voltage vs. current sweep was made when the cell was initiall_ powered 4
(referenceFigure 25).
Disassembly #i: Disassembly revealed the matrix to be dry and that the
reservoir had lost only 19% of its original electrolyte• ;'
Assembly #2,- Since the matrix was limited in the amount of electrolyte
it could wick from the reservoir, the unit was assembled such that it would
only be operated in a wetting mode This would require the excess electro- _• :
lyre to flow from the matrix to the reservoir. The cell pair was assembled _
using H2SO4 at 65 wt-% concentration and saturating only the matrix. This
i .%,
represented the driest condition, of 5% RH at 63°F.
The unit was then placed in the test chamber, at 52°F air tenperature
and 42°F dew point (71% RH) and a quick voltage vs. current sweep was made !
(referenceFigure 26)• Power was then removed and the acid was allowed to
equilibrate at this chamber condition for 42 hours with an air flow of 18
CFM through the cell. _
%
Run #I: After conditioning, the unit w_ _-_eratedfor three hours at
1.736 volts, producing 39.4 _s. Steady sta _ onditions were not obtained
during this time. The unit was shut down and sealed for the weekend, and
the ch(mlberwas maintained at 50°F Tin and 40°F dew point.
_m #2: The unit was operated at i.810 volts with inlet conditions of
50°F air temperature and 40°P dew point. This condition produced 64.8
m_ps for 2.5 hours at which time excessive electrolyte was observed in the
exhaust duct of the test fixture (flooding). Testing was terminated at this [.,'
point without obtaining steady state operation.
Dis&ssembly #2: Disassembly revealed the matrix and cell pair housings
to be very wet; however, the reservoir bad o,_lyabsorbed a few grams of |
electrolyte. I
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TABLE IV _.
VERIFICATION TEST CONDITIONS AND CELL PAIRS PERFORMANCE _
i
I Chamber Cell Pair ' '-
__.C_nd i_n s Performance Length
Test [ Temp. Point /Current of z
_tn In In R.H. VoltageiCurrent]IMnsity Ran _,
No. °F =F % Volts _a_ps [ ASF Hrs. Remarks[
&gsv 90 Cell pair build up was made with 17 wt-% H2SO4
(equiv. to 90% R,IL 6 77°F). Both matrix and
__ q reservoir were saturated. :2
1 50 40 08 1.70 100.3/123.5 1 This was not a steady state operating point, thit
had a H2 crossover after one hr. Cell hod local dry
spots.
Ass), 5 Cell pair build up was made with 65 wt-%'ii2SO 4 but#2
only the matrix was saturated.
52 42 71 w/o 42 Conditioning Cell "._
power :,y
1 52 42 71 1.75b 39.4/48.6 3 This was not a steady state operating point, Current ,.
still decreasing.
2 50 40 68 1.SlO 64.8/80. 2.5 This was not a steady state operating point. Current
still decreasing. Excessive electrolyte observed in ,'$
exhaust duct, . ._-.-
Rese ¢oir ework( d - eli har_ ,ware tLsed on SSI testit (5 assy 6 190 hrs of operation w/o reservoir) ,_
sy 5 The cell pair build lipwas _ade with 68.5 wt-% H2SO4 [_
: (equiv. to 5% R,H. @ 63*F) and only the matrix was
leodod.
1 b5 35 32.7 1.99 80.0/98,8 44
2 65 35 32.7 1.88 52.5/65. 53 _ '_.
•"- 3 05 3S 32.711.75 34.6/42.8 41 $
4 _5 55 65.5 1.75 42.5/52.5 48 A small m_mmt of electrolyte was observed on exit ,_
edge of cell pair housing - flooding.
5 05 53 55.5 1.85 61.6/76.2 31.5 No additional flooding.
- ,, , .
o o5 53 55.511.97 76.0/94, 43.5 No additional flooding.
_, 7 _5 5_.5 74.5 1.97 76.0/94. 21.5 Slight increase in flooding.
' 6q 5t_,._ 74.51 ,Rq ._O.O]61.fi ?,%.g .q_i_ht ineronge in flooding.
............. i9 65 45 48.5 1.85 36.4/45. 45,5 Start of drying - no signs of flooding or matrix
dry-out condi t zo'as.
10 b5 35 32.7 1.85 28.6/35.3 72.5 No signs of matrix daT-out.
11 o5 30 Z6.5 .85 2 btatrix drying out - steady state conditions were
not reached,
---- I 65 35 32.7 w'lo I.... Rewett'ing'conditions
_ower ,. -_
[ OS 35 32.7 11.85 30.0/37,1 7 H2 crossover indxcated - current fa'irly stable ......
to5 4.'_3 [w/o 17 h'_W_tti.g
[ ,power
,, . ,
1--3( 05 35 152.71.85 [ 28,0/34.6 5 H2 crossover indicated - current fairly stable.i a i
, i
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SSP design data testing.- At this time the SSP Program required the cell
hardware, with exceptlo},o_-t,lereservoir, to establish WVE design data. This
testing consisted of five assemblies/disassembliesof the unit and 190 hours
of operation. Data obtained during this testing is presented in Figure 27.
The limited effectiveness of the reservoir experienced in the initial
testing was investigated. It was concluded that the hydrogen being generated
at the cathode caused a gas barrier at the wicking interface of the reservoir
and matrix. During the time the SSP Program Design Data Tests were in
progress, the reservoir and the cathode were modified to correct this problem.
This is further discussed in the section on the analysis of test results.
Assembly #3.- This assembly incorporated the separated reservoir and the
modif{'edcat_'ode. It also used the original anodes which had experienced
seven previous assemblies and over 190 hours of testing, which caused
removal of some catalyst from the electrode screen. New anodes were not
fabricated because of program cost and schedule limitations. The electrolyte
loading of the cell pair consisted of saturating only the matrix with H2SO4
, at 68.5 wt-% concentration. This was equivalent to a non-operating condition
i of 63°F air temperature and -5°F dew point (5% RH).
t
, Run #i: The unit was placed in the chamber at 65°F air temperature and
35°F dew point (65°F/35°FDP or 32.5% R}{)and powered to maintain 80 stops.
The unit was held at this condition for 44 hours which provided a steady -
"_ sCate point of 1.99 volts and 80.0 stops.
i Run #2: The chamber conditions were held at 65°F/35°F DP and the voltage
, was changed to I.88 volts and held constant for 53 hours. The steady state
i performance was established at 1.88 volts and 52.5 stops.
Run #3: The chamber conditions were held at 65°F/35°F DP and the voltage
was lowered to 1.75 volts and held constant for 41 hours. This resulted in a
steady state performance of 1.75 volts and 54.6 romps. With this data point
a performance curve for 65°F/35°F DP could be established as shown in Figure 28.
, Run #4: The cell pair voltage was held constant at 1.75 volts and the
chamber dew point was increased to 53°F at an air temperature of 65°F (65.5%
RH). After 48 hours a small amount of electrolyte was observed on the exhaust
duct of the test fixture. A steady state point of 1.75 volts and 42.5 stops
was obtained.
Run #5: Chamber conditions of 65°F/53°F DP were held and the voltage
was increased to 1.85 volts for 31.5 hours. The steady state point for this
condition was I.85 volts and 61.6 amps. No additional splattering of elec-
trelyte was observed in the exhaust duct. I.
Run #6: The chamber conditions were held at 65°F/53°F DP and the voltage
was increased to 1.97 volts for 43.5 hours. The steady state point for this '
condition was 1.97 volts and 76 amps. With this data point a performance
,_ curve for 6S°F/S3°F DP could be established as shown in Figure 29 which shows ,
some degradation in cell performance because the current level for 1.97 volts j
is not higher. 1
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Run #7: ]3lece]l lmir vo]tage was held constant at 1.97 volts while the
chml,berdew point was increased to 56.5°F at 65°F air temperature (75% RH).
This condition was held for 21.5 hours at which time cell floodinR was
observed. The steady state point for this condition was 1.97 volts and 76.0
amps. This test showed additional degradation in cell performance since the
current didn't increase with the rise in dew point.
Run #8: Even though flooding was observed at 1.97 volts, an additional
data point was required to determine the performance curve at 65°F/56.6°F DP.
The chamber conditions were held constant and the voltage was decreased to
1.85 volts for 25.5 hours. Additional flooding was obsezved during this time;
however, a steady state point was obtained at i.85 volts _,d 50.0 stops.Sig-
nificant performance degradationwas observed here since the performance is
the same as at 35°F DP, as shown in Figure 50.
Run #9: This was the start of the cell pair drying. The voltage was
held constant at 1.85 volts and the chamber dew point was lowered to 45°F at
;_ an air temperature of 65°F (48% RH). This condition was held for 45.5 hours
until a steady state condition was reached• Figure 51 presents a plot of the
: changing inlet dew point and current vs time•
i Run #I0: Cell drying was continued. The voltage remained constant at
i I.85 volts and the chamber dew point was lowered to 35°F at an air tempera- I
' ture of 65°F (32% RH). This condition was held for 72.5 hours %mtil a steady "
' _ state condition was roached. Refer to Figure 31 for a plot of the changing
; inlet dew point and current vs. time. _.
Run #Ii: The power to the unit was held at 1.85 volts and the chamber
dew point was lowered to 30°F (26.5% RH). At this condition, the unit oper=
ated two hours before hydrogen crossover (cell dry-out) occurred. Steady i'
state operation of the unit was not obtained during this test l_n,
When dry-out was observed in Run #II the cell power was disconnected and
the chamber air temperature increased to 65°F Tin _ 35°F dew point. This
conditioningwas continued for 20 hours to try and rower the cell matrix.
The unit showed a relative weight increase, indicating the cell had become
wetter.
Run #12: Power was again applied to the unit with the chamber at
65°F/35°F dew point. After seven hours of operation at this condition, /
hydrogen czossover occurred, stopping the test.
Power was removed from the unit after dry-out occurred in Run #12 and i
the chamber dew point was increased to 42°F while maintaining the air tem-
perature at 65°F. This condition was held for 17 hours to try and rewet _
the cell matrix. The unit showed a relative weight increase indicating the
cell had become wetter, t
Run #13: Power was applied to the unit and the chamber dew point was ]
decreased to 35°F while maintaining air temperature at 65°F for five hours
"_ before the unit dried-out. This concluded the planned test program.
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During the Phase II testing there were no indications of H2S or ozone
present in the test chamber or hydrogen exhaust.
,t
Post Test Inspection ._
The cell pair unit was disassembled after Run #13 and inspected. The
/ imit was not turned over during the disassembly. The following detail "
, observationswere made: "
12 Both anodes were very wet on the air side. The electrodes were placed,
air side up, on a dry sheet of Tissuquartz,but the electrolyte drop-
lets remained on top of the electrodes.
L
: A few droplets of electrolytewere noted in the air passages of both >
housings. 4
-- Matrix from top cell was very wet.
/ /
:. Matrix from bottom cell was very dry (approximately50% of its area).
Both matrices were black on the anode side indicating anode catalyst ?
,.- deposit.
--4.
_,-- Both cathodeswere stuck to the reservoir and upon separation the
catalyst from the cathode stuck to the reservoir.
i Reservoirweights: Dry Weight
At Disass_ At Assemb!7 #3
• (gr s} (gr s) .....
Bottom 518.6 481.0 )
! There was no evidence of H2S production.
There was no evidence of metal discoloration or metal corrosion.
'4:
Specific performance curves are discussed in the following paragraphs.
Initial. cell performance.- Figure 32 presents the ceil pair voltage/
current relationship for various electrolyte concentrations at a constant ,ax
temperature. These curves were generated from data obtained by operating [_4 •
the cell pair through a short (approximately 2-3 minutes total time) voltage
sweep i_uediately after the cell pair was assembled. Because of the short
duration of operation the electrolyte did .not have time to change tempera-
ture or concentration as it does under stea4y state operation. The electro-
lyte is, therefore,not conditioned to the chamber conditions or to the
• temperaturechange caused by the cell potential.
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!_ Steady state performance.- Figure 33 presents the cell pair voltage/
_ current relationships for various inlet humidities. For a constant inlet
temperature and dew point condition the cell pair will have a repeatable,
steady state voltage/current relationship as indicated by these curves.
However, during the 428 hours of testing a degradation of cell performance
was noted. This is shown by tiledata point from the tenth run which does
_ not fall on the previous performance curve for the respective inlet conditions.
' The performance curve for the highest humidity (65°/56.6°FDP) should fall
, to tileright of the lower humidity curves. This also indicates a degradation
in the cell's performance.
" Current vs. time due to step change in voltage.- Figure 34 presents the
change In cell pair current with respect to time as a result of a step change
' in operating voltage while holding the chamber conditions constant. These
curves show that it takes 30 to 40 hours of operating at a set condition
• before steady state performance is obtained.
_ Current vs. time due to a change in dew point.- Figure 31 presents the
change in cell pair current with respect to time as a result of lowering the
dew point while operating the unit at constant voltage and inlet temperature. .p
_- These curves also show that it takes 30 to 40 hours of operating at a set
condition before steady state performance is obtained.
Current vs. inlet dew point.- Figure 35 presents the cell pair current
_ inlet air dew po'intrelationship at various voltages. Because of the degra-
• dation in the cell's performance after run number 5 of assembly number 3, the
iF desired plots of a maximum, nominal and minimum voltage setting were not
i
obtained. However, the dashe_ lines show where the maximum and nominal
voltage performance curves should lie based on one or two data points.
Post Test Flooding and Dry-Out Investigation
An investigationwas made to determine the cause of the cell pair flood-
ing at humidities below 90% RH (maxirmmldesign point) and drying out of the
matrix at humidities above 5% RH (minimmndesign point). Three major areas
were investigated: _._
Determination of the specific volume changes in the electrolyte for a
wide range in humidities and for various temperatures (reference
Figure 36).
Determination of the percentage of the reservoir capacity which was
used by the electrolyte for the actual and theoretical cases _-,
(referenceAppendix fi).
,r
/
Determination of wicking characteristicsbetween the matrix and the
reservoir against one g condition and the effectiveness of the
reservoir (referenceAppendix S).
-4
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The original sizing of the reservoir was based on using a mixed acid
electrolyte and a single sheet of Tissuquartz for a matrix. The volumetric
change of the electrolyte over a relative humidity range of 90% to 5% was
calculated to be 3.5:1. This calculation was based on extrapolated data
available at the time, which did not cover this full range in relative
humidity. The amount of electrolyte required to fill the matrix was deter-
mined to be 12.5 cc, which required a reservoir having a capacity of approxi-
mately 44 co/cell using a 3.5:1 ratio.
. The investigation revealed that the original reservoir sizing for the
cell pair tested t,_ing H2S04 should have been 100 cc capacity/cell for a
range of 5% to 90% relative humidity (approximated 6:1 ratio). This new
sizing is based on additional electrolyte data (Figure 36), a double Tissu-
quartz sheet for a matrix, and an 80% reservoir capacity factor (reference
Appendix G).
. Material Wicking Tests
As a result of the Phase I testing and cell concept, NASA requested
_. additional information on the wicking characteristics of various materials.
A test program was established and completed revealing the wicking character-
istics presented in Figure 37.
Test Program
The test program selected six materials, which hadpossible wicking
interface relationships, for the wicking tests. Testing was performed per
an approved test plan (referenceAppendix H) where the wicking rate and ,.
_ percent absorptiLmwere determined for each material. The percent absorption
is defined as: Sa*uratedWeight (H20) - Dry Weight x 100
-. % Absorption = _-
7 Dry Weight i
&
Test Results
The wicking rates of the selected materials) except for the Pratt
WhitneyAircraft SKN42901 electrode) are presented in Figure 37. The Pratt
Whitney Aircraft electrode material could not be wetted and, therefore) a
.. wicking rate was not obtained.
The following percent absorption was obtained for each material:
y
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Pore Size Absorption
_terial (microns) %
Tissuquart z 1- 6 1270.0
Fritted Glass 30-40 15.8
Porous Ceramic 31-41 25.4
Microporous Rubber I-6 107.0
AA-2 Electrode Not Available 18.7
P6WA SKN 42901 Electrode Not Available Could not wet
Hydrogen Sulfide Investigation
In the Phase I study is was pointed out that H2S had been generated and
detected during electrolysis tests conducted by Pratt 6 Whitney Aircraft,
which used H2SO4 as the electrolyte. The generation was noted in concentra-
tions of H2SO4 above 45 wt-%. L, order to confirm this production of H2S
with H2SO4 as the electrolyte and the lack of H2S production when a mixed
acid electrolyte was used a special test prog£am was conducted (referencel
test plan, _@pendix J).
According to thermodynamic considerations sulfuric acid can be reduced
by hydrogen to sulfur and hydrogen sulfide (H2S). With the proper catalyst
._ the reduction rate becomes appreciable, especially as the temperature and
acid concentration are increased. Previous work at Pratt 6 Whitney Aircraft
: on the reduction of sulfuric acid at hydrogen electrodes indicated that at
temperatures below 86°F and acid concentrations less than 45 wt-% the reduc-
tion rate was negligible. Based on this information a mixture of sulfuric
and phosphoric acids (5 to 7 weight ratio), in which the sulfuric acid con- ",.
;_ centration is less than 45 wt-%, was proposed as the electrolyte in Phase I
: for the WVEcell design. The mixed acid has the superior electrochemical
-_ performance of sulfuric acid and prevents the possibility of solids forma-
, ,tion characteristic of phosphoric acid at high concentrationst
Subsequently, small cell testing at Hamilton Standard with both 70 wt-%
sulfuric acid and 85 wt-% mixed acid revealed no detectable H2S in the hydro-
gen gas during cell operation; however, when the cells were allowed to stand
at open circuit for a few hours with a slow hydrogen gas parge over the
i cathode, H2S was formed. In similar tests with a relatively large voltme
of free electrolyte (500 ml for a 1 inch 2 cathode) H2S could not be detected
i under any conditions over a test period of 100 hours [reference paragraph
5.1 of Test Plan).
From these results it was concluded that H2S has a high solubility in
the electrolyte such that PH2S/CH2S << I, where PH2S is the partial pressure
of H2S (mm Hg) and Cites is the concentration (moles/liter), so that during
cell operation the H2_ that is produced at the cathode diffuses to the anode
where it is oxidized back to HzSO4 via.
I 7O
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_-" cathodic ],
H2SO4 + 8 H+ B e _ 4 H20+ H2S.
an_dic
/
Thus the concentration of H2S in the electrolyte during cell operation
remains at a constant steady state level which is low enough to prevent a
detectable H2S partial pressure in the hydrogen gas. The f'.action of the
current going to H2SO4 reduction and H2S oxidation is 3msll since r/pica1
current efficiencies for hydrogen production are generally about 98% and
som_ of this loss could be due to hydrogen leakage.
It was determined experimentally that H2S oxidation to H2SO4 on a
platimnu electrode does not occur to mayextent below potentials of 1.2
volts. Therefore, a cell on open circuit (_0.95 volts) cannot oxidize H2S,
and as long as hydrogen gas is supplied the H2S concentration will continue
to increase via the reaction
v H2SO4 + 4 H2 _H2S + 4 H20. 1
The time required to build up the H2S partial pressure to noticeable levels
will depend on the catalyst area and the electrolyte volume. _
Tests were run to determine the extent to which H2S or sulfur would --
poison the cathode catalyst (reference paragraph 3.2 of test plan). A
_r_ platinized platinum electrode (1 in2 geometrical area) with a true surface
area of _ 1200 £n2, determined by double ]_yer capacitance and hydrogen _f
, absorption, was held at a constant current of 50 ma (hydrogen evolutien) for !
100 hours in 65 wt-% H2S04 at room temperature. Periodically the fraction .:_
._, of the surface covered with atomic 'wdrogen was measured coulometrically via _....
__ potential time sweeps at a constant anodic current of I0 ma. Typically, the
duration of the hydrogen adsorption measurements was less than 15 sec., and '
"¢ in no case was the potential allowed to exceed 1.0 volt so that the sulfur
species on the electrode would not be removed by o:ddation. No significant. -
= change in catalytic activity or hydrogen adsorption occurred in the first
eight hours, but after I00 hours over 90% of the surface had been covered with
, sulfur species and at this time the cathode potential at 50 ms had decayed d
only 20 my from its initial value. q
A final potential sweep was made to 1.4 volts to verify that the ob-
•': served cathode poisoning was due to sulfur species (oxidationpeak at I.3
volts) rather than some other impurity. Also, after holding the electrode i_
" at 1.4 volts for five minutes all traces of reduc_t sulfur species had be._n
removed and the electrode exhibited its initial catalytic activity and
hydrogen adsorption capacity. From these tests it was co_icludedthat cathode
poisoning due to H2S or sulfur is not serious.
L
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Analyses of Testing Results
The following analyses of the test data were made in order to resolve
cell design problems and to provide better understanding of the _£ cell
operation:
• Initial Reservoir/_trix Wicking Barrier
• Cell Pair Efficiency
Performance Degradation
Initial Reservoir/MatrixWicking Barrier
Tests results of cell pair assemblies one and two showed insufficient
wicking between the matrix and the reservoir caused by a gas barrier at the
wicking interface. This gas barrier was formed as follows:
- Hydrogen gas was generated at the same interfacewhere the transfer of
electrolytewas required. _nis was not noted in the Phase I test cell
because the humidity changes were made without the cell being _owered.
, _le cell pair common reservoir allowed wicking action to occur at both
" faces• The Phase I cell had hydrogen gas on the reservoir back side. _ ,,=-
; As the common reservoir absorbed the excess electrolyte, it would trap .
_ the hydrogen gas in the inner pores which reduced the effective volume !
capacity of the unit. As electrolytewas removed from the saturated ,
reservoir it was replaced with hydrogen gas at the surface of the ;
reservoirwhich in time formed a gas barrier around the reservoir. !
To eliminate this wicking problem the reservoir was cut horizontally in ;
half and the two halves separatedwith a 0.060" spacer. In addition, i
i the cathode was reworked at the reservoir interface by removing thecatalyst on the screen and filling in the entire void with Tissuquartz. }
Cell Pair Efficiency i
The cell pair efficiency was calculated on the basis of the assembly
number three steady state test data (referenceTable V). Cs/culations for
• the efficiencywere based on the actual production rate of hydrogen compared
to the theoreticalhydrogen production for the given current, temperature
and pressure conditions of the cell pair. A computer progrsm which was !
established on the SSP Program, was used for calculating the average electro-
lyre temperature,the outle_ air temperature and the hydrogen production. ",
Cell Pair Current Efficiency- Hydrogen Flow Rate x .9754(I) x 100 4Calculated Hydrogen Flow Rate
The inefficiencies(i.1 to 4.8%) are attributed to the following: I
The current loss caused by the formation of H2S at the cathode which
diffuses to the anode to become oxidzzed (referenceH2S Investigation)•
(i) A correction factor (0.9754must be applied to the measured hydrogen
exhaust flow to account for the partial pressure of water of the gas.
/
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The current loss _om the hydrogen and oxygen diffusion across the matrix.
Hydrogen leakage from the cell pair and the hydrogen exhaust lines.
The low efficiency of run number l0 (95.2%) would indicate that a small
amount of hydrogen crossover was occurring. This hydrogen would not be
detected in the chamber air because it would be burned up as it passed
through the cell at the anode.
Performance Degradation
The degradation of cell performance with time can be traced to a loss
in anode performance from the fact that both the cell open circuit potential
and the operating voltage at constant current increased with time. It can be
shown from electrokinetic considerations that a loss in cathode performance
would give no change in the open circuit potential unless H2SO4 _-H2S
reaction was interfering, in which case the cell open circuit would have
decreased with time. On the other hand the anode open circuit potential is
a mixed potential in that the anodic part involves water oxidation and the
cathodic part catalyst-oxide reduction, and the value of this potential would
depend on the relative rates of these two reactions. It can be shown that
the cell open circuit potential and the voltage at constant current would
both increase with time only if the rate of water oxidation at the anode
decreased.
There are two possibilities that would cause this effect: I) adsorption
of impurities, and 2) electrode structure changes. The first alternative is i
difficult to accept since the high operating potentials ( _ 1.8 volts) of
,,"%.
the anode would certainly oxidize any impurities present on the anode surface.
It is more reasonable to believe that structural changes either in the cata-
: lyst surface or the electrode micro structure resulted in a loss in effective '
surface area for water oxidation. Indications of this were found when the
cell was disassembled and it was noticed that a considerable amount of catalyst i
washed off the anode surface with water. It is conceivable that the Teflon i
binder (which binds the catalyst to the electrode) could be slowly oxidized ]
' at the high anode potentials, resulting in a gradual degradation of the
' electrode structure. This is supported by the test results. After run 5, lwhere the cell was operating at 1.97 volts, an appreciable degradation of
performance was observed. Since a relatively small mnount of Teflon binder 1•
was used in these anodes it is also possible that oxygen gas evolution may
have been sufficient to have mechanically disrupted the catalyst particles.
Anodes with a higher Teflon content are currently being evaluated on
the SSP Program. (i) There is also the possibility of eliminating the Teflon
altogether by developing a differ_n, electrode/catalystbonding technique. _,'
I (i) No performance degradation or catalyst loss could be detected after 600h urs of operation on he latest Hamilton Standard fabrica node.
!
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ABBREVIATIONS _.:
,_'
AA-2 Electrode manufactured by American Cymnamid Company <
ASP Amps/Sq. Ft. .f,"
Avg. Average
KNI Battelle Memorial Institute
I
BTU British Thermal Units
°C Degrees Celsium (Centigrade) _
cc Cubic Centimeter
cfm Cubic Feet Per Minute
cm2 Centimeter Squared ;'
)
D Diffusivity for Water Vapor in Air ._
dc Direct Current -*-
DP Dew Point i_
F Faraday' s Constant
°F Degrees Fahrenheit _ ...,.
v
Ft. Foot
h Length of Electrode i
H2 Hydrogen
Hg Mercury
hr. Hour
H20 Water
H2S Hydrogen Sulfide
;. H2SO4 Sulfuric Acid
I H3PO4 Phospheric Acid
Current
in. Inches
!
A-I "_.,
)
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ABBREVIATIONS (Continued)
Iv Cell Electrical Current at Constant Potential
IR Voltage
k Rate Constant
EW Kilowatt
1 Matrix Thickness
lb. Pound
ma Milliampere
mv Millivolt 'I
min. Minute ',,
mm Millimeter
n Anions Present in Solution : -
_- 02 Oxygen ;'
psi Pounds Per Square Inch !
psia Pounds Per Square Inch Absolute l
PVC Polyvinylchloride
PH20 Partial Pressure of Water Vapor _.!
P02 Partial Pressure of Oxygen {!
Pv Vapor Pressure ]
W
P_WArlmRHR RevolutionsPrattGasRelativeCOnstant_ Whi neYHumidityPerMinu eAi cr ft'Division of United Aircraft Corp. i|
SSP Space Station Protetype
sec. Second
scc Standard Cubic Centimeter
A-2
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ABBREVIATIONS (Concluded) i,;
T Absolute Temperature ,_,;
r
Tin Inlet Temperature ':_'_BD To Be D termined
U Bulk Air Velocity
UAC United Aircraft Corporation
V
Kinematic Viscosity _-
WVE Water Vapor Electrolysis
wt Weight ,:_6,
wt-% Weight Percent
x Distance From Air Inlet to Electrode _,
B Micro (10 -6)
P Electrolyter Resistivity
:J
Thickness of the Boundary Layer ,_
• % Percent _
4'
_ _ Approximately Equals
• = Equals
<< Much Less Than *
e Electron
A-3 _
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APPENDIX D
:' TEST PLAN FOR DETERMINATIONOF POLARIZATION
f" CURVES FOR VARIOUS ELECTROLYSIS TEST CELLS
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: ..T STA.,,..D P^oi , oF.
PROJECT _k ORDER: B6?-]0,'_-'000A #-.PPI_OVEO BY:
,,_ INSTRUCTION: .., , ....... "_ TEST ENGINeeR: ,.___._.'-
_:l,:_PERIOd: TO .,
: I'. VMAT JIS ITE14 0EIRG TESTED? _)-_V_ -- "7'/'_aJTo _.(._,%_ . ;
"A
" 2. I_MY IS TEST tiEiNG R%0N1 _',_IAT WILL RESULTS f_lOW OR 0£ USED FOR?
.,,' 3; DIrSCR_GE TEST SET UP INCLUDING INSTRUIAENTATION. ATTACH SKETCH OF INSTALLATION.
t I !
4. ITEmfE ROILS TO BE MAOE GIVING LEI_GTII OF EACH A;_O R£ADING_ TO 8£ TAKEN,
_r SPECI_.L IHS'(IMJCTIONS: SAFETY PRECAUIlONS FOR OPERATORS AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT.
OOSERVATIOHS BY SIG_dT, FEEL, oR tlC/'f._lf;G. LIST POINTS OF OESERVATION WHICH MIGHT
.'"£.,ONTR_E'dTE TO ANALYSIS OF (A) PERF.OK,.',ANCE oF" UNITS, (B) INCIPIENT TROUBLE EEI'ORE
•: ". IT OCq_l,ll_S. AND (_J CAUbE OF FAILURE. ',_
_, HOW WILL OJ_TA P.E USED Of_ F.IHALLY pP,ESLNTED 1 GIVE. SAMPLE PLOT. CURVE. OR T,",BULATiON
'_ AS ITI_ILL'E_E FINALLY PRESENTED, :i
_. NUMBEI_ ENTRY AS LISTED AEtOVE AND DESCRIBE BELOW
lo tom P_n_ Tented re h_'_., " ,_.... • -. _si .... _-,.,
__ .......... electrol_Eis cells hav_n_ one (])-_,l_?.___
I inch area_ an anode of platini-ed platinum screen_ a cathode AA_ screen
and the followin E electrolyte cotLfigurations: (P_ference f_ure I) /
a, ||2SO_ (at 56% concentratio, by weight) with cabo-sil mixture _
..... by weight of IO parts H2S._ and I part cabo-sil ._:
b, HpSO)I (at 56% concentr.@_ion by weiK_ht) with tissuquar_. .... '!_
,, e. H_POI, (at 85_ concentration by wei_ht_ wltLashe-t-_ _
d° H3POh (at 85_ concentration b_, wei_ht) with,,tissuquart_ :_
e. H_SOI4 ¶ H3PO _ with tiss_quartz and fritted _lass reservoir.
_l_est - To determlr_ the R_., (nkm_ rm]_f,_,-,.) _.._ =._ ee___
currentdensitTvs. voltage(poleri_ationcurves)of eachcell cenficuratio
'at wrious levels of water in th- electrol,v%e (provided by,cn._n£inF ,the _;:
ambient dew point). Thls cell evaluation Is part of Phase I te.-t effort ._
under NASA contract ,Humidity Control end Oxygen Suc-l_ System _tudy"
= (# HAS-9-107?3).
) I USe of Test P_P_lts - The test results rill _ used to *._rnrt f.l_ _mlv_.q¢
model of the varloua cell designs ,and to. alde _n the selection of fln_l c_I
. confir_uretlon for tho _--d'_l_tudy. " ,,
- .__
I
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3- Test Sct_- Reference FiEurcs II &III for test set-up.
h. Tests
emlmw_
a. - Determine E_R drop on each cell. ,,
Photograph 951t_ge and current pulses and determine
the resistance. (Approximately i00 micro second pulses).
b. - Trace the voltage vs. current density characteristics
as the voltage is increased at a constant rate from
zero to approxi_:ately2.5 volts and back to zero.
(Voltage change st 1,O00 mil volts/min.)
C. - Perform the above tests at chamber dew points of (°F)
70; 50; _0; 30; 20 or until the cell dries out. _ach
chamber setting will be held until the electrolyte has
reached equilibrium. (Approx_,ately 8 hours)
d. - Perform a electrochemical kinetic study of H2SOh, H3POh
and ll2SOh/_l_POb at various concentrations, using thfi
"free'ie_ec_ro_yte test cell (Figure IV).
i
J.
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VERIFICATION TEST PLAN
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PHASE II
WATER VAPOR ELECTROLYSIS CELL PAIR
VERIFICATION TEST
PREPARED UNDER CONTRACT NAS 9-10773
_, BY
: IIAMILTON STANDARD ,.,w.
, DIVISION OF UNITED AIRCRA_-_9CORPORATION
• i WINDSOR LOCgS, CONNECTICUT
,_
_ FOR !
NATIONAL AERONAUTICS & SPACE ADMINISTRATION %
MANNED SPACECHA}'f CENTER
HOUSTON, TEXAS _:_
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I Test Item
NASA/MSC Water Vapor Electrolysis Cell Fair. Reference assembly
drawing SVSK 81296
Cell Dimensions Air Pass Length - _,3 luches
Electrolysis Area - 63-3 square inches/cell
II Purpose of Test
To demonstrate that the W.V.E. cell design which was established
in Phase I (Ref. HSD interim report dated August 1970) will meet
the performance requirements per Table I. The test results will
be used for sizing W.V.E. units for specific crew/vehicle applications.
III Test Description
Testing will be done in three basic modes, initial check out, steady
state and off design. The initial check out will determine cell
resistance and voltage settings for the remaining tests; steady
state testing will _rovide a performance map over the required
operating range; and the off design testing will cover the 5 to 90%
relative humidity conditions.
A. Cell Check Out
1. Cell Resistance: The IR drop of each cell will be determined
by applying a high frequency A-C signal across the cell and
measure the voltage.
2. Determine Operating Voltages: Operating voltage settings
will be determined by obtaining a current-voltage curve of
the cell. This will be made by operating the cells for l0
second intervals at val'ious voltage settings from i to 2.2 _'
volts and 53°F dew point.
B. Stea_ State Testin_ - This testing will consist of eight ;
operating conditions, where the test unit will be equilibrated
at the desired chamber dew point prior to powering the cells.
The power will be applied to the cells for approximately 24
hours during which time th_ cell polarization, final cell "
equilibrating and steady state data will be obtained.
1. Test Conditions
CHAM_R GAS , CELL OPERATION
Run Dew Point Dry Bulb Temp. Voltage Air Flow ***
No-- (°F) (°F) . _'* (CFM)
1 35 65 Min. (1.95) 15
2 35 65 Nom. (2.05) 15
3 35 6 5 Max. (2.20) 35
F-2 :
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III B. i. Test Conditions (Continued)
CHAMBER GAS * CELL OPERATION
Run Dew Point Dry Bulb Temp. Voltage Air Flow***
No___. (°F) (°F) (Volts[** (CF_I)
4 53 65 Min. 15
5 53 65 Nom. 15
6 53 65 Max. 15
7 64 65 Min. 15
8 6_ 65 Nom. 15 !
.... 9 6h 65 Max. 15 I A
I
; *** The fan which provides this air flow will be precalibrated
such that the air flow will be determined by reading fan
. power and /_ P.
** The min., nom. and max. cell voltage values will be
determined from initial cell check out, values listed
are reference only and correspond to the values of
%_ Figure 13 of Phase I interim report.
1 * These three chamber conditions correspond to the minimum
(35% R.H. @ 630F), nominal (50% R.H. @ 73°F) and maximum ,,_.
(65% R.H. @ 77°F) cabin conditions for which the W.V.E.
unit must maintain cabin 0 2 partial pressure. ,_
2. Test Data - Reference Table II (0_ production will be calculated I
'_' _ current_ i Amp = 3,46 ce/mln_. Data points will be taken every } A _
i0 min. during the first 2 hrs. of each run and every 1/2 hr. J
i
thereafter. "7_
3. Test f_chematic - Reference Figure I _S
4. instr_nentation - Reference Table I!I :i
C. 0if-Design -Operate the cel].s at nominal voltage (2.05 volts) with
a chamber dew point of 6hOF and 65°F dry bulb until steady state ' ,_
is obtained. Then drop the dew point in I0° steps (over an 8 hour i__ .
period) and operate the unit for approximately 8 hours at each new • _ .
level_ until the cells indicate a drying out condition. After /_
the alt has indicated d_jing out, increase the dew point in l0°
steps up to 74°F and observe the performance at each change for 8 ) _,hour .
-,_! ',_
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IV Special Instructions
1. Maintain chamber pressure between 0.3 + .1 inches of H20 above
ambient.
2. Maintain chamber 02 % at 20 + 2%.
3. When unit i_ shutdown, disconnect power leads from cells.
4. At dew points above 50OF observe cells for foaming or splattering
of electrolyte.
V Data Presentation
!
The performance map data will be presented by the following sample iA
Icurve :
O2 IL c_
Production [ . Voltage
Settings
Min
Dewpoint _
The off-design drying and flooding data will be presented as I
follows :
i
Current
Flooding will be
Drying will be indicated by
indicated by a drop- electrolyte
off of current splattering
Dewpoint ._.
i,
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TABLE I
W.V.E. PERFORMA/_CEREqUIREM_?PS
I The Phase II verification test W.V.E. unit _.r[llmeet the following performance
requirementswhen operated in the defined ambient:
(a) Ambient Conditions
Pressure 14.7 to 16 psia
Temperature 63 to 77°F
Relative Humidity 35 to 65%
% Oxygen Approx. 20_
Air Flow Through Cell Pair - 15 cfm
(b) Performance
Oxygen Production - 1.18 to 3.125 ib/man/ds_v
(equivalent cell pair production = .j_
57.8 to 153.5 cc/min)
Hydrogen Production - 0.14 to 0.39 ib/man/day
(equivalent cell pair production _,
115.6 to 307 cc/min)
: Cell Pressure Drop - To be determined
_ (Approx. 2" H20 expected)
Operating Voltage - Not to exceed 2.20 volts ._
II The Phase II unit must also be capable of operating at off design conditions I :_.'/'"'
in an ambient as low as 5% relative humidity and as high as 90% R. H. The ! A ,cell should not dry out or flood over this range of humidity and should not ,-"
cause degradation in performancewhen operated at design conditions.
jU _"
.i
!
\
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TABLE II
W.V.E. Cell Pair Test Data Points
TcI Inlet Air Temperature to Cell Pair
Tc 2 Outlet Air Temperature from Cell Pair
PI Chamber Pressure
P2 H20 Tank Pressure to Steam Generator
P3 Steam Pressure
/_PI /_ P Across Fan on Outlet of Cell Pair
W1 H2 Production Rate
W 2 N2 Make-Up Gas Flow Rate
Dew Point Record Dew Point °F
Current I Cell Pair Current Recor_.__dd
Voltage I Cell Pair Voltage Record (constant for a run) -
Voltage 2 Fan Voltage
Current 2 Fan Current
WI Change in Weight of Cell Pair
07 % Oxygen in Chamber Air (maintain 18-22%) ./._.
Chamber Gas Checks Check Chamber Gas for Combustible Gas and Ozone
,_ T Test Time
H2 Exhaust Gas Cheek H2 Exha :st Gas for Presence of H2S and Ozone
i,
F-6
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TABLE III
INSTRUMENTATION ,_
Oxygen Analyzer (Beckman) 0 to 100_ (2% inc.)
Combustable Gas Dector (J-W) 0 to 14 (0.02_ inc.)
Digital Voltmeter (United Sys. Corp. ) 0 to l0 (.002 volts inc. )
4'
Digital AJnpMeter (United Sys. Corp.) 0 to 100 (.02 Amps inc.) _
N2 Flowmeter "
_2 Flowmeter :
De_rPointer (Cambridge880) -40° to 120°F (2°F inc.)
Temperature Recorder (Bristoc's) 0 to 2500F (1.0°F inc.)
Sandborne Recorder N/A # -
H2S Detector Color change in sample tube _
Scale 0 to 20 lbs (0.01 ibs inc.)
Slant Manometer (Merian Instr.) 0 to 4" _20 (.01" inc.)
,!,
Slant Manometer 0 to 2" N20 (.01 inc.)
_ L
1 -
l
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I. Reservoir Capacity
I II III _r
Weight After
Disassy. When }{20
Weight at Saturated With Saturated
Dry Weight Disassy. H20 Weight
Reservoir (grams) (grams) (grams) (grams)
Top Unit 464.0 535.3 568.8 545.2
Bottom Unit 481.0 518.6 570.4 562.4
NOTES :
I. Dry weight of reservoir before Assembly No. 3.
II. Weight of reservoir as it was removed from cell at post test
inspection.
III. Weight of reservoir as in II but after water had been added to
fully saturate it. _.
'-- IV. Weight of reservoir saturated only with }{20.
t
Percent Removed From Rrservoir - When the cell flooded during runs 7 and
8 it is assumed that the reservoirs were saturated and as the cell dried
down electrolyte was removed from the reservoir. The following is a
calculation of the percent of electrolyte which went back into the matrix ,'
during the drying phase.
Weight III- Weight II - H_0 Added _3
Weig[_IV - Weight I - Total_2d Capacity = % Removed i_
568.8- 535.3 ,_Top Reservoir - 41% Removed
545.2-464.0
Bottom Reservoir 570.4 - 518.6 _ 64_ Removed _'
562.4 - 481.0 )
The theoretical delta in electrolyte weight/cell between a 65°F/32°F/
DP and 65°F/57°F DP is approximately 40.5 grams. This would represent a
• h0.5
percent removed of (562.4-481.0) Total H20 Capacity x 1.43 (acid density-T - 35%.
_- {,
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The top reservoir percentage corresponds very well with the theoretical
value, however, the bottom reservoir indicated a much larger percent
removed. This means that the bottom reservoir was not saturated at
the cell pair flooding condition of 65°F/56.5°F DP. From the examination
of'the anodes duri.ngpost test inspection, it could be assumed that the
excess electrolyte at flooding was trapped on the air side of the anode
and could not be wicked back into the matrix and reservoir.
II. Reservoir/Matrix Interface Characteristics
A series of tests was conducted to determine if the e-ectrolyte would
be wicked between the reservoir and matrix against a one g force.
Test (A) _]e reservoir was saturated with va.ter and a cell matrix (two
sheets of Tissuquartz) was placed on top. Within five minutes
i this matr|x was saturated and was replaced with a second
matrix. The second matrix also became saturated after two
L hours and was replaced with a third matrix. This matrix did
not become saturated and could not remove all t,,eremaining
_] water in the rc.servoir. Only 85% of the water was removed
!I ,
Ii from the reserw'oir by the three series of matrices. Figure 1
k presents a plot of percent water removed vers_ts time for the
above test.
ii Test (B) Half a cell pair unit was assembl_d and positioned with the ,!
i_ matrix below the reservoir (simulation of the bottom cell).
{i The rese1_oir was dry at assembly and the matrix was
l
_ _ saturated with water. During the test the matrix was kept
<
t
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saturated as the rese1_oir cont[nut:d to wick water away from
it. _le resem,oir became saturated within four hours
(reference Figure i).
From the above tests and Figure 1 a re_.ervoi • capacity factor of 80%
was selected as the recolr_ended value for future reservoir sizing,.
G-3
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TEST NO. HAMILTON STANDARD PAC_ ! OF 1
PLAN OF TEST
JOB: Wicklng Characteristics of Various Materials PLANPREP.IJIEDBY: "_'_L_DI.E'_tI_,"_.
P_JECT & OaOER: NASA Contract - HAS 9-10773 APP.OVEU BY: "_
INSTRUCTION: TEST ENGINEER:
TIM( PERIOD: TO
|. WHAT IS ITEM 6RING TESTED1'
2. _IY IS TEST BEING RUN ? WHAT WILL RESULTS SHOW OR BE USES FORT
S. DESCRIBE TEST SET UP INCLUDING INSTRUMENTATION. ATTACH SKETCH OF INSTALLATION.
4. ITEMIZE RL.¢S TO BE MADE GIVING LENGTH OF EACH AND READINGS TO BE TAKEN.
5. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR OPERATORS AND HANDLING EQUIPMENT.
OBSERVATIONS BY SIGHT. FEEL. OR HEARING, LIST POINTS OF OBSERVATION WHICH MIGHT
CONTRIBUTE TO ANALYSIS OF (A) PERFORMANCE OF UNITS. (S) INCIPIENT TROUBLE BEFORE
IT OCCURS. AND (C) CAUSE OF FAILURE.
6. HOW WILL DATA I_ USED OR FINALLY PRESENTED ? GIVE SAMPLE PLOT. CURVE. OR TABULATION S
AS IT WILL BE FINALLY PRESENTED.
NUMBER ENTRY AS LISTED ABOVE AND DESCRIBE BELOW
i. TEST ITEM: Materials of a W.V.E. cell which involve the wleking of the :_
electrolyte : Material Port Size
Tissuquartz 1-6 microns ._-
Fritted Glass 30-hO microns _,.."_,
Porous Ceramic 31-40 microns ._
Microporous Rubber - . ,_
2. PURPOSE OF TEST: To determine the wicking characteristics of various --_.
materials. This w_ll enable material substitution in
W.V.E. unit without affecting the flow of electrolyte
in and out of the cell reservoir.
3. TEST PROCEDURE: Test specimen will be cut in 1/2 x 1 _nch strips and
its dry weight recorded. The specimen will be held vertically wlth the
bottom edge in contact with distilled water. The height and weight of
water which the material has wicked will be recorded. This will indicate
the wieking strength of the material in inches of H20. The % absorption
will be obtained by saturating the specimen with distilled water and
determining the following: saturated wt. - dry wt. x i00
dry wt.
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TEST NO. HAMILTON STANDARD PAGE | OF
PLAN OF TE$_
JOB: H2S Investigation _ P,'ICEPAR_OBY: J" Huddleston
PROJECT & ORDER: NASA Contract No. HAS 9-10773 *ereovL'_ _Y:
INSTRUCTION: TEST k_G4'_gF_":
TIME PERIOD: TO
|. WHAT IS ITEM BEING TESTED?
2. _l-w IS TEST BEING RUN_ WHAT WILL RESULTS StlOW OR BE USED FOA_
3. DESCRIBE TEST SET UP INCLUDING INSTRUMENTATION. ATTACH SKETCH OF INSTALLATION.
4. ITEMIZE RUNS TO BE MADE GIVINq LENGTH OF EACH AND READINGS TO BE TAKEN.
S. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: SAFETY PRECAUTIONS FOR OPERATOR5 AND HANDLING E(_JIPMENT,
OBSERVATIONS BY SIGHT. FEEL. UR NEARING. LIST POINTS OF OBSERVATION WHICH MIGHT
CONTRIBUTE TO ANALYSIS OF (A) PERFOIUAANCEOF UNITS. (B} INCIPIENT TROUBLE 8EFORE
IT OCCURS. AND (C) CAUSE OF FAILURE.
Q
6. HOW WILL DATA BE USED OR FINALLY PRESENTED? GIVE SAMPLE PLOT. CURVE. OR TABULATION
AS IT WILL BE FINALLY PRESENTED.
NUMBER ENTRY AS L_STED ABOVE AND DESCRIBE BELOW
i. Tes_Item: H2SO h and a mixture of H2S0 h with H2P0 h - The Electrolyte
of an Electrolysis Cell.
2. Purpose of Test &
Use of Tes_ p_ta: This test is being conducted to determine if H2S
,,.,%.
is formed and if the cathode is poisoned when the ,
above acids are used as the electrolyte of an :,
electrolysis cell. Test data will determine if
H2S0 h or the mixed acid will be used as the electro-
lyte in the Phase Ii test cell.
3. Test Setup: i) A small electrolysis cell (reference Figure i) will be
operated and the gas produced at the cathode will be
collected and passed over lead acitate paper to deter-
mlne if H2C has been produced. _
2) To determine the degree of cathode poisoning due to
S0 h reduction to sulfur or sulfide, a "half cell"
(reference Figure 2) will be operated. The cathode ?
poisoning will be determined by measuring the current
decay wlth time at constant potential and with hydrogen
adsorption checks.
h. Itemized Runs: Cell will be operated at current densitles up to i00i
amps/sq, ft.& at voltages h_tween 1.95 and 2.3 volts. Specific
surrent and voltage settings wl]l be determined during the test.
c
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